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This thesis is directed towc.rds arriving at a grealier

understanding of the 'subject· of The qgl~~B9wl, in the light of

a representative selection of criticism on the noveL As will be

shown in Chapter II, much of this criticism has failed to recognise

the supreme fusion between form and content in this novel, as is

,.,itnessed by the multitudinous analyses \-lhich examine either form or

content ,.,hilst ignoring this complete fusion. The result of this

i error I has been talk of r:lainto and witehes. By analysing this

discrepancy1 a valid framework \.,ill be provided that \.J'ill give a

g~eRt~r scope to an understanding of this fusion than would other~!ise

be possible. From such a starting-point, the thesis will argue ~hat

this last novel of the sO-C>3.11ed ;Ibllogyl is James's supreme

achievement, his most perfect production in the particular medium

\>Tith '>Thich he VIas so familiar and so capable.

( .; .)
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References made to the novels of Henry James are taken

from the Scribner1s llNew York ll edition, 1907-1909.

~ is contained in volmnes XXIII and XXIV of that edition. Other

references to the works of James are as follows: The Preface.§.

(New YOl~c : Scribner1s Sons, 1934); James's essays as found in

The Future of. the Nove-1" edited by Leon Eelel (New York : Vintage

Books, 1956).
..

:As a result, footnotes referring -to these vlOrks will

appear in a shortened form, for example : The Art of the l'{ove1 9
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I

Modern criticism has sh~{n ns that to speak
of content as snch is not to speak of art at
all, bnt of experience; and that it is only
when we spea~ of the achieved content, the
form, the work of art, that we speak as
critics. The difference between content, or
experience

i
a~d achieved content, or art, is

techniqne ..

The most noticeable failnre in the mass of criticism written on

The G9~, in particnlar - and, in general, those novels known

nnder the title of the IImajor phase l1 .; The vJings of the Dove, 1902;

dichotomy between those two seemingly eterr~l irreconcilables, form

and content. In this connection, Mark Schorerts cOfMfients on the genre,
p

of which The Golden Bowl is a part (despite intricate attempts to make it

c. Ifable'or an 'allegory') have direct relevance:

The novel is still read as thongh its content
has some value in itself, as though the snbject-~

matter of fiction has greater or lesser valne in
itself, and as thongh techniqne were not a
primary but snpplementary element, capable
perhaps of not nnattractive embellishments upon
the surface of the subject, bnt hardly of its
essence. 2

Such attractive prot~.berances as the bowl itself or the Pagoda

image at the begiJ:1_l1ing of Volume II have been praised for their ornate

1. Mark Scharer, IlTechniqne as Discovery", Hudson Revie\-l I (1948), 67-87.
. ,



presence. Point of view, structrrre, technique, have all been

2-

~eferred to but in a separate category, distinct from the sllbject~matter

of the novel.

~E will be shown, any appreciation of the 'subject' of the ~ol~n

B.'p'i:u:' should i.ncludea conside::a.tion of form and content. To ignore one,

at the expense of the other, is to become embroiled in a sitllation \.rhere,

18ft vIith. content alone, the critic has no choice but to treat the novel

as a moral tract. The result has been successive conflicts between what

the critic considers to be James's ~eJl~nschauQllg and what the critic

considers to be his own. One or the other must crack under the strain.

Consequently, as the novel is a relatively passive article in comparison

with tile active pen of the critic, this situation has led to a multitude

of morally orientated judgements of the n07el. Perhaps a 'moralist'

would reply that, as far as The GoJl~en Bowl is concerned, 'morality is

precisely \.fhat vfe are arguing aboat in this ",ark. A rejoinder to this

must ta1<.:e the form that, first, the critic has not paid enoagh attention

to technique and, second, a sitaation arising where l':aggie VerveI' has been.

jadged both a saint and a witch) is hardly a strong recofiwlendation for

lithe common pLJ.rsuit of true jUdgement ll •
4 This still may not be a

sufficient reply for the moralist. Thus, the first section of this thesis

will be an examination of some of the major approaches to the novel in ·an

attempt. to outline some of the errors of 1.rbat bas been a strong

moraJ.istic bias towards the novel Q

-------------_._-----_.~-------

3. Walter VIright) 1I1'/laggi.e Verver : Neithei' Saint Nor Hitch~

Ni~t.eenth.Centur~_!ict12~ XII (1957) 59-71 0

4e F.R. Leavis, Ihe"=Qo~mon PurpaJ~ (London, 1952), p.v.
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Such an approach to James, as will be taken in this thesis, does

not make any grand claims to 'revolutionizing' Jacobite crj.ticism of the

Imaster l • James's own critical theory, as outlined in his Prefaces.and

Essays, draws heavily upon the realization of the fusion between form and

content. For James, the novel is a picture, an architectural monument

raised up around some central "germ ll caught from life. It is "in its

b:road83t definition a personal, a direct impression of life" 5

Life' being all inclusion and confusion, and art
being all discrL~ination and selection, the latter,
in search of the hard latent value with vlhich alone
it is concerned, sniffs round the mass as ins~t

ively and unerringly as a dog suspicious of some
buried bone.6

The novelist (or painter), through the IIsublime economy of art ll , orders

and patterns the 'raw stuff' of life into a novel whose ultimate realiza

tion is to be : ". oe ~ot appeax] alivir.g thing, all one and continuous

like any other organism ll •
7 Thus, for James, art is a I2FocasS., ..8. far

cry from lithe spontaneous overflow of pm'Ierful feelings ll \.Jhich many

cri des, tuned to the Romantic 'sensibility' have taken it to be:

~t deals with what we see, it must first
contribute full-handed that ingredient; it plucks
its material, otherwise expressed, in the garden
of life - \vhich material elseKhere grmw is stale
and uneatable. But it w~s no sooner done this than
it has to take account of a Qroc~ - from which
only when it's the basest of the servants of man o ••

pusillanimously edge a1oJay. The process, that of the
expression, the literal squeezing-out of value is
another affair - '\-lith 1;1 hich the ha.ppy luck. of mere

5. liThe Art of Fiction ll , The Future of the Novel, po9.

6. 1he Art of tl~~ Nov.£l, p.120.



finding has nothing to do .. o •• The sQbject is
found, and if the problem is then transferred
to the ground of what to do '\oll th it the field
opens out for any amount of doing o

8

As a result of this process, the novelist constructs his edifice,

completes his picture, a I1habited, featured, colOllred form of life l1 ,,9

I1The novelist can only fall back OD that - on. his recognition that man'S.

constant demand for \.Jhat he has to offer is simply manis appetite for a

picture lt •
10

The so-called 'Jamesian' aesthetic has been fully discQssed else- .

where, pr~~rily in Joseph Warren Beach's The Method of He~ James~ which

stiil stands as the major 'textbook' for the student of James's novels and

stories. Nevertheless, as far as The Golden Bowl is ~onc~rneq, such an
I' * •

aesthetic has been largely ignored" In place of see~.illI and .l1Jl.Cler~tag.diJ]g,

a presented conscioQsness (tHO concepts at the heart of James's aesthetic,

as expressed in liThe Lesson of Balzac fl , an essay written in close
..

p:coximity to the date of the composition of lhe Golden Bm,r]) , criticism

has generally engaged in atteu,pting clearcQt moral l!:!~. This

thesis represents an attempt to go against this grain.

However, to over-emphasise form at the expense of subject-matter

- of the experience presented to QS by which our vision of the external

world is nourished, enriched and, occasionally, drastically changed -

t.Tould also appear to be a pit into 1/'thioh the critic is likely to falL At

t~11es, Beach is himself 'guilty' of propagating this view. ThQs, in his

Introduction to the 1954 edition of his book, he admits:

---------- ------
8. The /u.:L.21.. the_.N9m, p.312.
~" "The Lesson of Balzac II , J'h~e Futt:IT~ Nov'?1" p.116.

10" ".... a primary need of the mind II. II The Futu~~-2..£ the...l~9wvel" ill~, p. 33 ..



It should be noted that 11le l1ethosl. of Hepr/Y Jame.§. I,

is rather strictly limited to the SUbject of J-ames's
story-telling techniques, and that mainly in his
longer narratives. There was no attempt to
present the man Henry James, to place h~n in his
backgro und of family, habitat and period ..And
as for the other major topics of interest - his
SUbject-matter, ,rJ.S philosophy of life, even his
style - these are all vigorously subordinated to
the one subject, his methods as a novelist.ll

His primary concern 111ith the mechanics of technique might have suggested,

in the mind of a lesser critio than Beach,something of lithe machine age ll

(to use his own phrase).12 Nevertheless, whilst making the major

contribution to the ever-expanding archives of the Jacobite 'school', for
_.'" ,-- .-=- ,_'-' ~. ~~~o-- ~

a critic to pursue his explication of James's theory, in an examination of

Th9 Gal_elm. Bm-!.!., might lead to a position where the analysis that

resulted would merely add weight to tilose criticisms of the novel that

have charged it with being arid, decadent, too evocative of James's

fanaticism \-lith the 'embellishments' of point of view and so 1'0r tfl..

Further, and this would appear to be more directly damaging, such an

approach might run the risk of missing the essential 'life' the book

possesses. As James declares, it is in the artist's pOHer:

• •• to guess th8 unseen from the seen, to trace
the implication of things, to judge the whole piece
by the pattern, the condition of feeling life in
general so completely that you are well on your "vlay

to knowing any particular corner of it - this
cluster of gifts may also be said to constit.ute
experience, and they occur in cOllntry and in tm-ln,

11" J.W. Beach, The f1iLt,hod of Henry Jam~ (Enlarged editioll; Yale
University Press, 1954), p.VIII.

12. Ib.iQ.., p. XIV.



and in the most differing stages of edacation.
If experience cO~Gists of impressions, it may
be said that imp~essions are experience

i
jast

as ••• they are tbe very air we breathe. 3

Thus, delighting in "deep-breathing economy and an organic form ll ,14 James,

especially in Tr~ Go~n Bov{1, asserts far ffiore sympathetically,

articulately and effectively the often quoted-maxlla of Lawrence's craft

(far more, that is, than Lawrence himself):

The novel is the one bright book of life. Books
are not life. They are only tremalations Oll the
ether. But the novel as a tremalation can make
the ,,,hole mall. alive tremble. Which is more than
poetry, philosophy, science, or any other book
tremalation can doo15

However, abstract theorizing has generally led to a position where-

by the critic, having isolated his ideal theory, finds that it "Hill not

hold good in the arena of concrete critical debate.16 Thus, it is

hoped, that by avoiding this pitf~ll (meeting the criticism on its own

groand in an analysis of the novel itself), the main contention of this

thesis will be illustrated : ~wmely, that in The Golden Bowl, James has

achieved a remarkable perfection in the genre, a camplete fasion of form
I I

and content. One is relactant to apply evaluative jadgements at sach aQ

early stage in the argament. However, it is also a contention of this

paper that this novel marks the cansummation of his career as a novelist,

standing as a pinnacle from which mElny of the so-called classics of both_ ...--..... ..
13. "The Art of li'ictioll", ]11e Future_of.t!18 lIIovel, pel39

150 Irk-Ihy the Novel Matters II, D_J-I. lawrence - A Selectio.q, ed. R.H. Poole
and P.F. Shepherd 1 (London,1970), p.124e

16" See, for example, D. Lodge, 21le Lanilllage oj J:i£1.ion (London,1966)
pp" 189-2130



nineteenth and twentieth-century fiction appear in a dim shadow. jlJ3 the

finest of his productions, it is also noticeable that what eJJlerges is an

'affirmation' - an assertion and realization of all the artistic beliefs

evident in his previolls novels - unparalleled in the "major phasall and

perhaps in the rest of the Jacobite canon. That this 'affir~atioli' is

independent of morality (in the sense in 'Hhich morality is conventionally

understood), \-Thilst necessitating a thoroagh knQl..J'ledge of it, is the

result of both the novelist's and the ch~racter's llllderstanding of the

qae~tions that sarround 'forms', 'conventions', 'techniques' and their

relationship to morality (a relationship presented in l'~aggie's notion of

the "equilibriwn"). Such an llllderstanding precludes the excesses of

judgement l.Jhich a great many cri't,ics have fOlllld a necessc.ry response to

such a complex work. l ? In its evocation of the precarious balance

contained in any relationship between the confusion and chaos of life and
..

attempts made to order that 'staff' into a fully meaningful pattern of

operation and action, The.~ BOHl stands as the fullest r'3alizo.tion

of James's artistic creed and the altima te validity of his o"m world vie"T.

Beo~ase the novel is so much concerned with the relationship between

'matter' and form, it thus appears to dictate 'its own terms' through

\.J'hich a reader may articaL,te his or her response.

Thus, by examining the novel in th~manner, it m~ be possib~e to

articulate (to catch a glimpse of) a response that John Bayley hints at,

but hardly develops due to the immense scope of his book TIle Charact~

170 On the whole question of judgement in a moral sense, see William
Righter, T1lL!&.g"!'c of Cri.ti.£i~ (London, 1963), ppo 50-62. (This
section contains a good discussion on the position held by F.R.Leavis).
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Whilst writing about "love and Kno\Yledge ll he declares:

The Itgolden mist ll which James several times
invokes as an image for the opacities and
translucencies of hwnan society, fades out 
like the evening haze of London itself - the
inwnerable arcades of query and possibility,
while leaving the reader with the spacious
impression that they are stHl there, still
leading at'Jay into the haze of hwna.n complic
ation, still open and explorable. The su~~
of~ cannot be c~early stated,
and the problems Wich it raises are of the sort
which can be solved after a fashion but which
can never be computed; before they can be
classified they have multiplied and mutated
themselves endlessly, like some elemental
form of life~18

As Bayley goes on to point out: 1I']'his is of course a property of almost

all real problems involving hwnan relations, and accordir~ to one's mood

it can be either stimcl.lating or discouraginguoll19

It Is the writer's task to shed some light upon not only the slJ.bjec·t

but also the stimulation that resulted as a response to that subjeet

(VIhich only became a little clearer as a result of that stimulation). In

this respect, the response gained from successive readings of the novel is

20akIn to that, luckily for him, is frequently realized by fuvid Lodge.

The perception that IIsends a shock like an electric chargell, the

intuitive response, which resulted from reading this novel is also
I ~

closely connected VIith Bayley's notion of the subject of 1&e Golde~ BOlit~

180 J. Bayley, The__Ch~r99ters of Love (NeVI York, 1963)~ p.179o

200 D. Lodge, The LqD~~ of Fictio~, pp.78-82.
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That this subject and the response are closely connected with the fulles~

realization of the 'Jamesian' vision remains a basic axiom of this thesis~

an axiom that can only be supported by the ensuing exarninationo One

can rarely articulate a purely sabjective insight. But, trueing comfort

in James's maxim that Ucriticism is the only gate of appreciation", it
, ;

is hoped to illwninate the subject of lhe Gol.clen Bo"Tl, so closely bound

up with the novel's insight into form and 'matter', the very relationship

of things o

..
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II

"What sort of vlorId is being portrayed and
how are vle to jUdge it?" 1

.As Oscar Cargill has observed: lI1rlorking through the very great

mass of co~~entary on James's fiction, I have been struck by a cQrious

deficiency - nobody apparently reads anybody else

&.ccur.a.ulated wisdom, no 'body' of appreciation". 2

there is no

Indeed, this is

particularly true of the novels and short stones of James's late period.

The l1major phase" has· been sUbjected to the full venom of critical

activity, the diversity of opinion reflecting moTe of the idiosyncracies

of individual critics than any conce:cted effort, such as a llcommon

pursuit ll , to arrive at some agreed understanding, some shared perception

of the success and value of these works. James himself poirrGed to a

'function' of criticism which the Jacobite clan ~s largely ignored:

To criticise is to appreciate, to appropriate, to
take intellectual possession, to establish in fine
a relation with the criticised thing and make it
one's own. The large intellectual appetite projects
itself thllS on many things, while the small - nor
better advised, but unconscious of need for advice 
projects itself on few.)

1. F.O. Hatthiessen, Henrz Jame~ : lhe Na,j,9r Pha~ (Oxford U.P., 1944)
p.87.
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The failt.lXe of criticism to establish a relation - fevT critics appear to,

have taken more than a superficial possession of these works - is reflect-

ed in the anarchic Stock Market where James's value, at the hands of

SQcceeding generations of 'Marxists', 'psychologists', 'moralists' and

'mythologists' (to name but a f8W) , is either inflated or deflated by the

dictates of a 'nmi' theory. Some of this discoQrse QOdonbtedly has had

value in extending our appreciation of a particular novel. However, most

has achieved very little - especially with regard to Tpe Cvlden Bowl - the

result being a rather grotesque Tower of Babel.

Indeed, a brief listing of some of these jUdgements serves as an

introduction to the problem of achieving a worthwhile view of any or all

of these novels. Nowhere can so much energy have been spent than in the

my:ciad attempts to enthrone or dethrone the 'master'. \>Je are told thaT.

he is a nineteenth-century author4•••• No! a twentieth-century allthor. 5

..
His work is a1briticism of life ll and a IIradical criticism of society at

the turn of the last century" (especially the late novels) 6
9Q •• No! these

novels are magnificent pretensions ••• the fruits of an irresponsible

imagination, of a deranged set of valuef., of a mind working in the void~

7wlcorrected by any clear consciousness of human cause and effect•••

4. D. Lodge, ~8ngU8.ge of Fictio~, p.190.

5. C. Fadiman, ~\£Qreciations (London, 1962), p.84.

6. D. Krook, The Ordeal of Consciollsness in Henry Jaf.l§§. (Cambridge U.P .. ,
1962), p.m-~

7. Van \-Iyck Brooks, 11le-f,ilgrirnag,§ of Henry JameS (New York, 1925), p.134.
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He sacrificed life in the interests of aesthetic form. But~llthe

11:2

extremes to Hhich he pllshed the limits of his created individual

consciousness, so much less varied ttmn those of Gide, Proust, Mann, .

Kaf~~, and Joyce, but no less intense, no less desperately grasping after

1 d th f f l 'f f d' th f th 'd' 'd 1119ife, an e OITIl 0 ~ e, or, an 1n e name a e 1n lVl ua •••

this is what we should look for in the 'major phase'. No! these

novels are "formidable projections of a geometrical intellect" ••• "the

confused reveries of an invalid child".lO

Yet lithe psychological atmosphere II of the late novels is praisedll

••• but, "even in his subtle. psychological inqlliries he remained shut up

within his mIn skull panll •
l2 NoL •••James \faS no psychologist (Geismar)o

However, "he is a philosophical novelist tl •
13 Thus the GOvIer grows;

the bewildered reader perhaps being forced to agree with ~~ell Geismar:

"The Honder of it is that this Jacobite cult could have gone S0 far on so
..

little: piling flattery upon praise, rationalization upon rationalization

- even falsehood upon falsehood.,,14 uYes ll , the reader acknowledges: "I

lcnow there is no 'real' Henry Jallles. Every notable artist is subject to

diverse interpretations; the more the beher. Each age has its own view

of every artist" .15 But the contorted imbroglio that is a part of the
_ =~~_'~' r _

8. E.N. l"orster, h-J?£ects of the Noy~. (London, 1927), pp.140-l50.

9. R.P. Blackmur, The Lion an~~he Ho~~ (New York, 1955),pp.268-88o

lO"Van vlyck Brooks, ,Tpe PilgrlE:.?-ge of Henry Jam~, p.131.

11.E.~Jilson, "The 1mbiguity of Henry Jamesll,Hound apst Horl1 (April-June,1934)
p.385~4066.

12.V~L.Parrington llHenry James and the Nostalgia of Gulture tl The Question
Q,tJienry James} edt F.W. Dupee (New York, 1945),pp.128-l30.

l3.C. Fadiman, !ppreciatio~, p..84o

14.MoC~ismar, Hel~~~e~ and His G~ (London, 1964),p"10,, First printed
in the U.S.A. as Henr~~~~nd~he Jacobites (Boston, 1963).
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cult, whilst threatening to bury the works under the deluge of critic8~

egegesis, has also carried on its main battle at a great distance from

the novels it has been allegedly discussing. The situation found with

regard to The Golden Bowl now begins to resemble that surrounding perhaps

the greatest 'problem' of all) namely, Shakespeare's Hamle~ Hamlet waS

(and perhaps still is) a problem precisely becaus~ the critic could not

explain it or fit the work into a carefully structured pigeon-hole. The

volumes of criticism on that play stand, not as an adequate testimony to

the beneficial effects provided by the critical discipline, but a tribute

to what has been largely ignored by the multitudinous debates : the

mystery evoked by the work of art and the ultimate mystery of the creative

p:;:,ocess itself ..

TIlis situation, especially relevant to IP~ Golden Bow~, does not

deny the validity of the critical act. In this connection, one remembers

James's oivnmaxim : "that criticism. is the only gate of appreciati'l'.>n, just

as appreciation is, in regard to a iolOrk of art, the only gate of enjoymentll~6

Like Hamlet" we are told, TIJ.e Golden Bowl: "is the large problem child

among James's writings as The Turn of the Screw is the small one" .17.. _ ..- =-=-~_......-

Part of this 'problem' has been that criticism has attempted to exp1a..1:n

rather than appreciate or enjoy. As such, the explication that has

occurred has tended to revolve around the problem of finding a 'key' to .

------------ --------~--------

16. "The Lesson of Balzac", The Future of the Novel, p.97.

17. F.H. Dupee, He.rg:y Jam~ (A.M~L.S., 1951), p.225 ..



the mystery that "\olOuld explain all. Generally speaking, whilst

~~itting the rare attempts to approach the novel from the point of view

of technique, the failure to find a 'key' may be said to be closely

entwi~ed with several central issues that must affect the way the critic

is going to approach the novel.

The first two issues will be dealt with at length in the

subsequent appreciation of The G~lden Bowl and, therefore, need only be

briefly mentioned at this stage. First, perhaps an all too obvious point,

lhe Golden B2Wl might resist our attelupts to explain ib precisely because

it reflects a problem and is a problem because it reflects one. In this

sense, the novel is like those 'works of art', such as ~f.illl1et, which
..

exist and continue to enthrall critics and readers alike because they

reflect, 1r/hat is termed, the central mystery of experience. In this

connection, these 1rlorks defy our conventional means of handling experience,

of judging, knowing, perceiving (and, indeed, explaining). Thus, it is .

significant that Dupee compares Ihe Go~n_B2wl as a problem, with The Tu~

The latter, judged by some a I pot boiler', is~ "a piece

of ingeuLJ.ity pure and simple, of Cold artistic calculation, an~

to caijch those not easily caught ••• the jaded, the disillu.sioned, the

fastidious n.18 The ~.§. defies cle8.r~cut analytic terms as it is

the creation of : " a conceived 'tone l , the tone of sllspected and felt

trouble, of an inordinate ~nd incalculable sort - the tone of a tragic,

yet exqu.isite, mystification ll o
l9 Those most eagerly drawn

18. Art of the Nolli, po172.
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to rationalize their reactions to the tale are the 'explicators I who

insist that mystery can, indeed must, be explained. This search for the

ultimate 'key' presupposes that there must be sach a thing. Forgetti!~

that the story is a ghost story, these critics (such as Wilson) embark

. upon a search that is analagolls in its obsession to that found in the

narrators of Th~ Papers or The Fi.,gurSJ..in T4e ,Carpet.. Like tho

governess, critics have tended to remain explicators. Yet eventually the

governess moves from being such an explicator to being a record of fel!

experience. She is forced to surrender her previous concepts of evalua-

tion and judgement (of "sane inference l1 ), and, in her ovlll ""'lay, ::;.d;:no\{1.cdge

the infinite possibility of experience. To explain (to attemp~ to

explain) is to ignore the very traps and snares James lays for the unHUs-

p8cting reader-critic. vJe are left with an acknowledgement of the

limitations of handling experience.

A simiLl.r, though essentially differellt, situation exists in 1he

It possesses a mystery of its own which refuses to be

explained in a conventional manner, because it is a mystery involving

characters and readers alike in gauging relations, feelings and

comm.unications (betMeen each other) upon a level that almost bellttlea

e},.'}llanation. (See, for example, the 'mystic lake' passage behfeen

Fanny ~nd Bob ~ssingham, (VolQ XXIII, 376-379), a passage to be diSCussed

at a later stage in this thesis).

the thQughts of 1fu~bert Strether:

Thus, we are perhaps reminded of

""0 his heart always sank \,[hen the clouds of ex- .
planation gathered. His highest ingenuity was
in keeping the sky of life clear of them.
Whether or no he had a grand idea of the lucid,
he held that nothing ever Has in fact - for
anyone else - explained. One went through the



vain mOT,:l..Ons, but j.t was mostly a 'vaste of
life. A personal relation was a relation
only So long as people understood, 8r, better
still, didn't care if they didn f t.2

Explanations and, as will be shown, morally-orientated judgements seem a

long way from that experience.

Secondly, yet closely connected \-lith the first point (and, again,

to be discussed more fully daring the ensuing examination of The G~lden

Bowl), criticism of the novel has tended to emphasise James's role as

"a novelist of Ideas ll , 'when praising him, or alternatively, criticizing

him for his total lack of Ideas (the "o1'i ticism of life!' stand adopted by

Leavis and Krook is relevant here). In this respect, it is well worth

ackno\.Jledging the unfortunately brief, yet illuminating, statements made

by an artist \-Those critical prOyleSS perhaps matches that found in: James t s

Prefaces and Essays for its rarity. T.S. Eliot wrote of JameS (in 1918):

James's critical genills comes out most tellingly
in his mastery over, his baffling escape from
Ideas; a mastery and an escape which are perhaps
the last test of a superior intelligence. He had
a mind so fine that no idea could violate it.21

By llIdeas ll Eliot perhaps means the end result of excessive 'explanation l

and jlldgement, the Idea that can explain everything (sllch as a theory or

moralistic Ideology). In his II carious search ll for lIspiritllal life It,

Ja.lllOS set an example:llof an integrity so great, a vision so exacting, that

it, vlaS fo:tced to the exivene of care and pllnctiliollsness for exact

expression" • Perhaps Eliot comes closest to rejecting the thirst for

--_._--- -

21. See The ~lue~~of A~James, ed. F.W. Dupee (Nmv York,1945),
p"llO"



explanation, which .so many c:eltic3 find difficult to quench, in the

following statement:

The fOCUS •• brin a James stor~J ••• is a situation,
a rel:ltion, an- atmosphere, to which the ehal.:'aeters
pay tribute, but being allowed to give only what
the writer wants. The real hero, in any of James's
stories, is a social entity of which men and women
are constituents. 22

The "atmosphere" is all important, as is its relation to the lIsocial

entityll of ,fhieh Eliot speaks. One is reminded of James I s mm declar-

ations in his Preface to rhe-l~i~cess~~samassim~. The novel ist, he

declares, is faced \-lith lIanalyses of ambiguities ll Hhere: "Experience, 13.9

I see it, is our apprehension aud our measure of Hhat happens to us as

80eial creatures - any intelligent report of which has to be based on

that apprehension".23 The ltpenetrating irn.agination:t24 thinks and feels,

recording the myriad forms of reality that occur in the chamber of

. 25COnSClousnesS. This is the livery atmosphere of the mind ll which turns

lithe very pulses of the air into revelations. 11
26 Such an irnagination,

capable of penetrating surface appearances, belongs to Magbie Verver,

Amerigo and even Fanny Assingham. Certainly, this imagination belongs

to James. Again l it is one of his recording ·consciousnesses that throws

-_.------------~--------_._--
22. l~~? polIO ..

23. 111~=Art of the Novel, pp.64=65.

24. Ibi&, p.78.
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light upon the relevance of Ideas in James's j.r.aaginative vision. ..'1'.8

La~ber Strether declares: 11 'That is I have no ideas. I'm aftaid of them.

I've done \{ith them ~ ,,27

But this \{oald not appear to be the case if one were solely to

rely on the critical fracas su.rroanding .TIl§. Golden B9vl~ (and the other

late novels). "The most intelligent man of his generation" (Eliot) has

become the 'victim' of an erDor in criticism which is closely li~~ed with

the two Foints so far discussed. By primarily focusing on the subject-

matter of Jhe Golden BoJib (and not, to use Scharer's term, the lIachieved

content ll ), critics have tended to deal "lith th':1 novel as a vlOrk of Ideas,

as solely a I1 criticism of life" (in the knoldian vein), a morA.l tract
..

that can be conveniently explained in conventional clear-cut terms" To

put the problem in a different fashion: by not paying enough attention to

the fusion betVTeen form and content. in the novel, critic;3 have tended to

exercise too quick a judgement all, "That \-lOIJ,ld appear to them to be, the.

moral vallle of sach a vTork. This wo~ld seem to ignore part of the total

experience of the novel (its'subjeci), as it ignores the very w~ in which

the material is presented to us. Ultimately, the Leavisite approach is

reductive, whereas the experience of the novel would appear to be the

exact opposite. .is John Bayley has pointed cat, the novel is fall of

reSOll':l.nce where James is : "aiming for something lire the self-sllfficiency

of the poetic drama 1 its inclusiveness, and above all its effect of

incalculability \.J1thin the fixed limits of a formal situation. 1l 28 The



resonance produced, the Protean quality Bayley notices, the sense of

expan~ion do not llstrike us as a str:iven for effect but rather as the

inevitable over-plus of 8. great and wholly ronnded work of art. II 29 The

problem for the critic is to convey these impressions, not in reductive;

moral terms, but in terms that will record and communicate the resonance

to the reader whose insight he hopes to enlarge. Attention paid to

lIachieved content ll might have avoided the pitfall of reductive analysis.

Thus, even vii th his refreshing scepticism, l{axwell Geismar is

e6.ger to reduce the novel to these forms of explanation:

Overcome by the fairy-tale magic of the American
Financier-collector in Jhe C~lde1l-~Q[1, and, by
the making of a true P~erican princess, the artist
has become indifferent to, even unaware of, the p

hwuan cost which this triumph of moral virtue is
exacting upon the victims of its process, or upon
the victors.30

llNoral v:Lrtue ll , seeing the novel in terms of II victims tl and "victors :l, these

are the th:bgs Geismar leaves unexplained, and yet ~xpects the read.er to

lillderstand \-That such j ud.gements mean in ter-rns of the novel, judgements

that, in his case, are meant to ser~e as explanations. Indeed, if one

looks farther into the form of Geismar's arg~lent, such judgements have

been arrived at on the basis of flail 87idence and, in one case, blatant

misreading of the novel. Thus, He are told: llHeauvlhile there is the

scene where Clnrlotte buys the flavled bowl (symbol) as a wedding present

for Maggie and the Princeft~3l .As Charlotte is a: lIscheming, devolU'ing

29. lli4, p .181..

30. H. Geismar, [en1'Y Jam:;).§. .L\nLIlis .Q.\!.Lb p.329.

31. ~1 p.307o
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woman" it is hardly surprising that she : llbuys the glittericg bOvrl

for fifteen pounds and tells the Prince she has paid but five. The

Prince leaves the little antiquarian shop during the actlJ.al purchase ll •
32

Strangely enou.gh, it is Haggie \-Tho buys the bowl (See Volume XXIV,

195-l98J and pays the high price for the knowledge it has to give hero

Errors of this sort are not common in the criticism of The Golde~

Boul, but reflect the evident tendency to rush to wild ju.dgements based

upon superficial readings of the novelo However, this situation is

understandable. The novel d~mands an attention and el~KemeQ1 perhaps

illlparalleled in the fields of English or f~erican Fiction (with the

possible exceptions of Harks suet. as ?innegan IS U~ or Absalom, Ab§.alom!)..
'lne "hypertrophy of technique ll , as Leavis has called it, still demands

justification in terms of the fictio~l experience itself. 1od~ets point

that modern criticism has fully exonerated James's late manner from

charges of 'perversity' is untru.e.33 One still hears the opinion ex

pressed (though rarely published) that reading The Golden Bow~ is an

exercise in literary masochism. Most critics, believing that if they

ignore this difficnlty it uill go a\-ray, have failed to meet this p:coblem.

Aga.in, this is the result of a schism bet...,een form and content ..

i.voiding this difficulty, among others, Dorothea Krook, steeped

in the Arnoldian vein of Literary Criticism, insists upon seeing the whole

Jacobite canon in terms of the "international theme ll "\-lhich serves a

_~_,_r p = __~ _
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double-edged function:

0'" that of a radical criticism of society at the turn
of the last centl1ry, on the one hand, and, on the
other, of a 'criticism of life' in Natthe\oT Arnold's
sense - a radical exposure, sometimes in its tragic
aspect, of some of th~ fLVVla.mental and permanent precl:i.c
8..ments of hllman life 0 4

It is not this particular approach that creates problems for Hiss Krook,

as far as The Gol~,Bow~ is concerned o Despite the warnings regarding

the "international fallacyll35 given by James himself, such an approach can

give a valid insight into the nove-L(if rather too dependent upon James's

vague reference to fl some eventual sublime consensus of the educated" - see

the Preface to L,;,,& Bjl;rbari,na) 0
36 Nevertheless, in this connection, it

is wortll\Jhile pointing out Jame s 's own attitude towards the ltinte;rnational

fallacyH, as expressed in the same Preface. On the Ilopposition of

aspects from country to countryll, he declares~

.00 there are cases in which, however obvious and
however contributive, its office for the particular
demonstration, has been quite secondary, and in which
the work is 'by no means merely addressed to the
illustration of it ••• the sl1bj ect. of Th~.Jiinill?-~

Dove or that of The Golden BovIl has not been the
exhibited behaviour'~f certain A~ericans as ,Pmericans,
of certain &!glish persons as English, or certain
Romans as Ron8,ns ••• \I[e shall see nevertheless at the
sage tlllS that. the subject could in each case have
been perfectly expressed h~d ~~~ the persons concerned
been only American or only English or only Roman or
'Hhatever.37 "

~---_._-

34. D. Krook, T~e Ordeal of ConsciousE~, p.lOo

35. ~rt of the Novel, po132"

36. The Art of the Nov,£!, p.203o

37. Ibid, pp.19$-9.
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This is a point both Wegelin and Krook tend to overlook where, for

example, \>legelin emphasises, the "achieved social fllsion" as a result of

seeing the 'major types' of J'ames' s international terminology. Clearly

they ~ present, but are ofseco:J.dary importance.

But, MisB Y~ook, develops her preoccupation with the framevTork

provided by Matthew 4rnold. Reaching for the excessive moralistic tone

and phraseology of this do@na~ she is eager to make the novel fit a pre-

conceived moral scheme of Hredemptionll and "restorationtl (una\-lare, it

seems, that the novel might create 'its OvTn terms' with which to deal \-lith

\such a movement). Her basic axiom, in chapters eight and nine of .Ih&

..
liThe Golden Bo\"l resembles the.--- .

classical Greek drama ll • .38

Q.::deal of., .Q2~Q.~,lSnes..§. is that

As a result : liThe Golden Bowl may stand as

J'ames1s most 8Ji'lbitiously and IU08t brilliantly execnted long poem ll •
39 The

implications of her approach may be seen in the following quotation : I~~hat

emerges from it is a great fable - one of the greatest in modern European

Literature ~ of the redemption of man by the transforming pm,Ter of 10ve ll •
1IJ

'fhis redemption is primarily a result of : "a restoration of the unj.versal

.38. Krook, 1he Ordeal of ConsciousDeF~, p.2.32.

39. llif!?, p.233.

40. Ibi~, p.240. It is characteristic of criticism of The Golden Bowl
to make the novel into "a Hork of art in a genre for \"hj.ch no
precise name exists!!~ (G.B. Cox, The Free Spirit (Toronto, 196.3)
p.73). Thus it bec.:UTIes a Ifable l , an 'allegoryl or a 'poem' which
is generally emblematic of something else. (See G.Wegelin, The
Jrna,g,£.-2f.J?ll£QEe ~n He.E£~l.e.? (Dallas, 1958)). This again....iilarks a
failure of criticism to meet the Hork in its O\<1n form, prineipally
as a novel. This failure will become clearer in an examination
of Qllentin J..nderson's argument o
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moral order ,vhich has been disordered by the imrnora.lity of an ugly

betrayal" .. 41 The main con Gentior.. of Dorothea Krook' s argmnent is

closely connected with what she considers to be an easily discernible

classical movement and moral frame\lOrk to the novel.. Thus an analogy \vith

a Shakespearean tragedy would amplify Miss Krook's point.. Generally

speaking, the universal moral order is clearly visible in a Shakespear-

ean play (as it is, say, in the Oedipus triology). This moral order is

threatened, - indeed, in the case of ~~t, severely shaken - but never

seriously challenged (unless one takes into account the ambiguities of

Troilus and Cressida).. . Challenged in Act one, the rest of the play

shows a tendency to move towards a restoration of that universally

applicable moral order ..

it i3 nevertheless there.

..
However precarious it may seem, as in Macbeth

~~,

In ~his respect, the movement may be said to

be circular. But whether this is true of Ibe_G91den Bowl is another

matter. One may question Hiss Krook's implication tb..at there \vas a

universally applicable moral order to begin with at the ontset of the

novel. Certainly, what order there is at the begiui1ing (to utilize

Miss Krook's moral framework) contrasts sharply with what exists at the'

end.. Thus, the movement is more linear than Dorothea Krook would have us

believe .. For example, as Fanny Assingh&'Il points out in connection \vith

Haggie's llprogress ll during the novel:

"It isn't a question of recovery. It won't be a
question of any vulgar strugGle. To 'get him back!
she mllst have lost him, and to have lost hirn she
must have ht:.d him". Hith \-11:1ich Fanny shoole her

---- • r ·
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head. "What I take her to be "t-laking up to is the
truth that all the while she really hasn't had him.
Never." 42

In this sense, the dr8~a }tiss Krook notices is one of construction rather

than restoration or recovery. In her reading of the novel, she declares:

"it is the lust figured in the adultery of the Prince and Charlotte that

has to be exorcised in order that the moral order may be restored and

reaffirmed. ,,4.3 It would appear that l1iss Krook allows her moralistic

..

orientation to ovenvhelm her understanding of the dr~atic elements in

the novel. Thus, in contrast to Fdnny Assingham's rather astlJte percep-

tion, she declares:

The point is that Naggio Verver has 1,TOn back her
husband and restored the right relations of their
moral universe which had been disordered by his
act of betrayal by bringing hlin to see the
insufficiency of the tOllchstone of taste for the
conduct of life - and thUG effecting in him the
final sU~.Jersession of that aesthetic by the moral .. 44

By showing QS Maggie through the consciousness of ~merigo, the reader is

shown that Magbie and her husband were not in a 'right I relation. Nfierigo

sees that Yfuggie has not even begun to fully appreciate him. Besides his

Ilhistorical" self (found in libraries) : II t there's another part, very·

mllch sm~ller, doubtless, which, such as it is, represents my single self,

the unknm-m, unimport,ant - lmimportant save to you - personal qllantity.·

Abollt this you1ve found out nothing' It.A5

~-------- ~----------------~

J;2 Volume rAIII, 384.

4.3. The .9l:d~f COl1SCiollsqess, p.25l~o

44. The Orde.'2J of ConsciQ.ll,sness, p.27.3.

45. Volwne XXIII, 9.
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This discovery will be lithe promised occupationllof Haggie's

future & Amerigo himself exists, to his own mind, in a similar sitc.:?tion:

He remembered to have read as a boy a wondarful tale
by ~lan Poe, his prospective wife's countryman - which
was a thing to shoyT, by the way, what imagination
Americans QQE1.9. have : the story of the shipwrecked
Gordon Pym, \-1ho drifting in a small boat further to
'\<Tards the :North Pole - or Has it the South';' - than
anyone had ever done, found at a given moment before
him a thickness of white air that was like a dazzling
curtain of light, concealing as darkness coneRals, yet
of the colour of milk or of sno\{. There were moments
when he felt his own boat move upon some such mystery&
The state of mind of his neH friends, including 1-11'8&
~ssingham herself, Ilid resemblances to a great white
curtain. He had never known curtains but as purple
even to blackness - out as producing where they hung
a darkness intended and ominous. When they were so
disposed as to shel.ter surprises the surprises yTere/6 .apt to be shocks.t.~

FOl~ lImerigo, there is also a mystery to be investigated and appreciated

and, through his consciousness, we see an awakening of such ~n 9Mareness

of the mystery of Maggie's being.

Thus, as Fanny Assingham points ollt, this is no llvll1gar struggle".

It would seam that, largely the result of a moralistic, reductive analysi~,

tilis is precisely what Miss Krookls study has made the novel out to be.

The approach designed to redllce characters into conveniently placed· pigeon-

holes would perform an injustice upon the complexity and ultimate incalcll-

lability of such consciousnesses. The result, like BlacY-ffiurls Introduc

tion,47 is to over-emphasize minor details that, though of secondary

importance (such as the "international fallacy"), conveniently label those

~6. Vol o XXIII, 22-23.

47. IQii.:o§..H.ctio..l1 to the ~1J.rel Edition of The Qql~en 1?1lli1..
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pigeon-holes the critic has constructed. Thus, the emphasis upon the

1l1-lealth of Christian overtones II illu.strates this tendency tOt-lards categor-

ization:

000 part of the moral world in which Charlotte
Stant is most prominent remains ••• outside the dominion
of love; that she accordingly comes under thedominion
of justice; that Adam VerveI' is the executor of the
justice, being, so to speak, a figure of the Just God
of Judaism and Christianity as Haggie is a figure of
the Loving God; and that Charlotte's fate at the end
of the story, along with the other 'Qilpleasant' elements
vIe have noted 5 are to be explained as a fu.nction of the
quasi-divine justice execllted by ~4.dam Verver by the
exercise of his power.48

In this connection, one is forced to agree with S.Gorley Putt that:

I coruess that I find Dr. Krook's reading of The
Golden DaHl far too amch preoccupied with the ..
pev3lties and rewards of emllilcipated human behaviour,
much as if one had discovered in the stlldy of a
sophisticated hmcB.rd.st the old embl'oidered framed
text on the wall: 'Then Cilld seest me'o49

This is not to completely negat8 Krook's criticism. Her comraents

on the ambiguity of the novel are 1olOrthvlhile, if a little weighted t01.mrd8

the moral di;nension. Bllt her book does illustrate the ease vlith vlh1ch

critics ha~e used the restrictive yardstick of moral judgement to replace

the far Glore open and involved response the novel seeI:lS to demand (where

we are asked to see and understand the situation, rather than jUdge one

particular v1e....lpoint of that event) 0

L$. The Ordeal of Oons~iousn~s~, p.286.

490 S. Gorley Putt, The ii1..cti2E.. of .lklltY_James (London, 1966), pp3.37-8"
It is noticeable that fUSS Krook relegates any discussion of
James's 'Method' to an Appendix"
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Perhaps the critic who has done most damage to any possible

develop~ent of the ternls which the novel appears to ask the reader to use,

by way of response, is none other than F.R. Leavis. 50 Bearing in mind

1eavis I S r8JUpant charge through Literature, in the caUse of Il challenging

discriminations II and the needed "ethical sensibilit y " (vThatever that

might possess), it is no wonder that we find hi.rn at odds with the late

James. It is useful to compare the following statement, alined at Jfunesls

criticism, with the moral directness of Leavisls own pronouncements:

This inveterate indirectness of the later J~les,

this aim of presenting, of leaving presented the
essential thing by working rOlUld ~~d behind so that
it shapes itself in the space left amidst a context
of hints and apprehensions, is undcubtedly a vice in
the Prefaces; it B.ccon.nts for their tillsatisfactor- ..
iness. It appears there, in criticism, as an
inability to state - an inability to tackle his theme,
or to get anything out clearly illld finally.51

Again, here is the critic demanding from the novelist simple, reductive

statements of moral intention, clearcut axioms concerning the "ethical

sensibilityll. I'This rJinability to state" is carried over into the hyper-

Rarely does he stop

to consider the proposition th<;tt such a novel is \-lritten the vlay it is,

precisely because there was no other way for the novelist to 'dot the

subject (without betraying his artistic purpose). Yet Leavis does

aCKnowledge this point, at one stage, but fails to follow it through:

----~-------~-------~_._-----------

50e IIHenry James and the Function of Criticism ll , The GommQ.n PL@.uit
(London, 1953), ppe223-232 o
Thf3~~J:~~ (London, 1943), PPel?4-178

51. T~e Great Tra~ti~Q, pp.175-6.
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James's technical preoccupations, the development
of his style and method, are obviously bound up in
this essential genius; they ~re expressions of his
magnificent intelligence, of his intense and delicate
interest in human natQre. No direct and peremptory
grasp could handle the facts, the data, the material
that concerned him most; and the moral situations
that seemed to him most worth exploring were no·t such
as invited blunt and confident judgements of simple
,good f and ' bad I 052.

Exactly, here Leavis has provided a sound defence for the late manner.

But this is not to be the case, as he derides these novels for possessing:

lIa 10S5 of sureness in ••• moral touch II that leads 11$ to qilestion ,Tames IS

l!implicit valuations ll •
53

As far as ~Qold~~ is concerned, the crLlX of the issue is

the 'vide gulf betT"Teen the ofiMei;:iS of response the novel \vould seem.. to

demand, and Leavis's O\o1n direct and constructive attitude towards the

possibility of experiencing such a response. A suspension of ainple

'good' and 'bad' would appear to be necessary for an understanding of the

genius at work in the novelS of Ghe early and middle period : lithe vital

poise between ••• diverse tendencies and impulsions" which gives an

IIinclusive harmonyll. 54 But uhy this should be suspended by critics,

when faced with ~_G~lden~jll, would seem to be the point at issue:

There l~n The ~1\ James clearly CO!1llts on
our ta~ing towards his main persons attitudes that
\.fe cannot take withollt forgetting our finer moral
sense - our fine~ discrwlinative feeling for life
and personality~55

52. Ibid, p.176.

53. ~~ pp.176-7.

54.. The Gr~8.:i.1'£§4:lti.2.a, p.163.

55., Ibid., p.177 ,.
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Once Jldiscrimination" (whether of a finer or an inferior sort) has been.

exercised, the novel all but disintegrates. Thus, the resulting judge-

ment:

Actually, if our sympathies are anywhere they are
with Charlotte and (a 1ittle ) the Prince, \\lho
represent what, against the general moral back
ground of the book, can only strike us as decent
passion; in a stale, sickly and oppressive
atmosphere they represent life.56

Leavis appears to overlook the complexities of point of view in the

novel. We ~ from several v~ntage .points and are po~ asked to 'take

sides I (~'Thich is \.Jha t must be understood by Leavis Is Isympathies I) • The

failure to arrive ~t some understanding of Ilife' in terms of the novel

itself, but by a grand appeal to some external principle of what is and is..
not 'life' which, curioL1s1y enoL1gh when one con::.:iders Leavis IS oritid,sma

of James's Prefaces, is never stated but, we must somehow pre8lli~e,

tacitly acknowledged. This seemingly indiscriminate sense of IIdiscrim-

inationll emerges in its full glory in the follbwing statement:

\1hatwe are not reconciled to by any aHaraneSe of
intentions is the outra~ing of our moral sense by
the handling of the adultery theme - the triangle,
or rather quadrilateral of personal relations. We
rerJain convinced that i..hen an author, whatever
sylnbolism he intends, presents q drama of men and
women, he is committed to dealing in terms of men
and women, and mudri't ask us to acquiese in valua
tions tha.t contradict our profoL1ndest ethical
sensibility. If, of cOL1rse, he can work a revolu
tiol18.J-:'y change in that sensibility, well and good,'
but who will con~end that James's art in those late
novels has that power? In The Golden BQwl we
continue to find our moral sense outraged. 57

57. The Co~., p.228.
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This statement borders on the incoherent. As this criticism illustrates,,

the argument eventually reaches outsirJ.e the work of art und~r discussion.

It becomes no longer a literary debate (about the success of a particular

novel) but an ethical confrontation. The results have little relevance to
\
\

TIle Golden BOwla 58 JJl the reader of Leavis1s criticism can wonder at

is that he did not allO\-1 the novel to extend rather than affront his

"sensibilityll.

But, in terms of a comparison with earlier James' novels, it is

noticeable that The Golden Bo~ has created immense difficulty for

crit.ics \-1ho have tried to handle and place it (despite protestations that

conventional criticism has performed this task effectively)59 forcing them

to adopt a position, and a critical approach, they have had no neeel to

utilj.ze in other situations. No less a critic than F.O.Matthiessen has

found himself in such a position.

novel he finds so perturbing:

It is the "positive values ll of the

In contrast with Strether and Milly, and indeed
with NeHman, with Daisy Hiller, ,vith Isabel Archer,
and v.Jith most of James' other Americans in Europe,
the Ververs are not faced with defeat or renunci~~ 60
tion, but with the conseqaences of complete tri~lph.

The result of this strange piece of bel:laviour, on the Verver's part, is

that: Il'i-le can hardly escape feeling that Haggie ••• both has her cake and

eats it too. She seems to get an unnatural knmvledge of evil since she

----~-~--------~----~-------~-~-~--
58. For further discus sion of the i1 ethical sensibilitytl, see vI. Righter

and D. Lodge.

59. w. P.ighter, ~ Lo,gic of Cl't:tLcism, p.54.



keeps her innocence intactn•61 Matthiessen reacts to, what he terms,
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the novel's "positivism ll in a manner that is antithetical to the stance

adopted by Dorothea Krook. His scepticism and disbelief replaces her

admirationfor the I1 redemptionll , l!restorai:.ionll and IIsalvationll in the

novel. Interestingly enoLlgh, in the two other novels of the "major

phase II , Il\fe are moved most deeply by loss and SlIffering ll •
62 BlIt, faced

\-lith "trillffiph ll (to lIse Hatthiessen's term), James: llwas Mable to

conceive it (slIccess) in any heroic form ••• James was trying to invest

his triwnphant .unericans \-lith qU8.1:l.t.-ies they c()lIld hardly possessll.63

Or in an atte;:apt to translate his criticism into technical terms, James

Ildid not find the 'objective correlative' for his theme ll • But the

appg.rent artistic failure is ped:.aps attributable to the conflict 'between

Natthiessen's own concept of existence and that he sees as being presented

in the novel. Thus: "L<)Ve is not enough to redeem a YlOrld like Naggie

Vel'ver' s, as 1../e can tell by a single glan.ce ahead at the inevitably

futile existence that any such Prince and Princess mllst continue to lead ll
8
64

Matthiessen's disenchantment \vith the end of the novel is closely linked

\-lith, "'hat he terms, If the contrast beti.,reen victory and defeat fl • Unlike

moved by loss and suffering, the victory, trilImph, success (call it what

you will) is unacceptable; unacceptable, it wOllld seem, not only because~

61. Ibi~, p.lOl.

62. Ibi~ p.10L

63.~ James : The Majot Pha~~, p.lOl-102.

64. Ibid., P.102 ..
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"James was trying to invest his triumphant limericans \"ith qualities they.

cOllld hardly possessll,65 bll..t dlle to the fact that the no·'el presents

success. lITriumph ll leads to a lack of verisimilitude, end, consequently,

The Gold§.n Bowl "is almost as hollO\-1 of real life as the chateaux that

had risen along Fifth.b.venue 11.
66

Again, as with Leavis, the argument becomes a clash of outlook,

1'-1atthiessen's ftragic 1 outl.ook finding "triwnphll a misrepresentation of

thb external world. Yet it is the charge of hollowness one finds most

disturbing. Contrasted with ~£gs of the Dove (a book ~~tthiessen

considers to be of a far superior quality), the centre of The Gplg.eo.Q Bo\d

appears exceedingly solid. There, unlike The_Amp~~, the centre of

the novel collapses as our range of vision disintegrates wit~ t~ decline

and eV8ntl.lai death of Hilly Theale (The Dove). The IIdeliberately

indirec\ presentation ll .
67 of' the heroine presents a paSSive, almost vapid

centre that dulls us with its hollowness. Densher and Kate cannot carry

the book alone, at the end, as the central figure disappears. Largely a

technical problem (how to present a dying consciousness) which James

failed fully to solve, The W~2f the Dove nevertheless appeals to

Hatthiessen~Hismasterpiece was also an elegyii6~beCause of its 'tragic!

outlook. This situation hardly does credit to either Ih~rQ.:Sd§ln.,!3owl

or Th~ Amb~ssadors~ both very different novels in tone and 'outlookf •

65. Ibi~ p.102.

66. Ibid.., p.104o

67. The Major p~~, p.55.

68. Ibj4, p.SO.
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But it is not the presentation of "positive valll.es ll that Natthiassen

seems to reject, rather the values themselves. This does not mean that

he cannot appreciate the lIsymmetrical structure ll James achieved in the

novel. 69 His objection to the novel remains one of disagreement with

the social fabric that is given to us, the absence of lithe larger

society of which his characters were part ll

The inadequacy .of Lh~ QQJden Bowl in this respect
makes it finally a decadent book, in the strict
sense in which decadence was defined by Orage ~O

as 'the substitution of the part for the whole f .{

This view is finally akin to that propogated by F.R. Leavis in The Greal

TraditiQ..!lL the tendency to\·lards "overtreatment 1I • In this connection, it

is worth quoting in full a passage Leavis uses as evidence fOIth43 viall

(James's 'overtreatment' IImanifested in the extraordinarily specialized

living of his characters ll ).

Backimrd Gl~

The passage is from Edith Wharton's ~

Preoccupied by this, lone day said to him: 'What
was your idea in slTSpending the four principal
characters in The Golden Bowl in the void? What
sort of life did they lead when they were watching
each other, and fencing with each other? Why
have you stripped them of all the human frtnges we
necessarily trail after us through life'.~l

The question is a particularly loaded one, and could have been ask.ed by

one or all of the critics so far examined. It presupposes a certain view

of "That constitues lif.Q, especially 'life' as presented (or represented)

69. Ib:if1, p. 55.

70. Ibid., p.102 ..

71. See TIle Great Tradition, p.184.
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in art, a view that can only be rebutted by seeing it in its lUldisguised,

form as a moral demand made by the critic to the artist. .James's

anSHer - tI 'My dear - I didn't knOl'l I had! ' tI - perhaps shovs this

situat.1on clearly. Wharton interpreted this anS\-Ter as fo11O\.<1s : "I saw

that my question, instead of sfuarting one of our absorbing literary

discussions had only turned his startled attention on a peculiarity of

\"hich he had been completely llllcon~ciousll.72 The dichotomy is not

only' betvTeen two vie1fTS of experience, but also between two VieyTS of the

novel. One view (With the possible exception of Matthiessen) demands

that you r.epresent life with the greatest moral vehemence at your command.

In its worst artistic form this would lead to prcpogandist literature (an

end which F.R. Leavis, for one, would not support).
...

The other - which

i~cludes James, Conrad and Faulbler - would alin at Qrese~jng life with

its main 'doctrine' contained in the following statement:

To live ~n the world of creation - to get into
and stay in it - to frequ~nt it and hallllt it -
to ~hiru( intens8ly and fruitfully - to woo
combinations and inspirations into being by a
depth and continuity of attention and meditation 
this is the only thing.73

T.t 18, to llse a phrase l·1atthiessen focuses on, the lIart of reflection!!

an art "Thich James vIaS constantly pursuing.74

But to read criticism of The Go19~ ~owl, even at its best and
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ffi8stiagenious,?5 one would think that James had undergone ~~ inexplicab~e

ffi(3 tamorphosis , had become an i'lferior Upton Sinclair, a forerunner of Dos

Passos, or, more incredibly perhaps, a decadent John Steinbeck. ~uentin

ArJ.derson, for example, attempts to show, in his eagerness to prove James

was an American, that the debt he owed to his Father's brand of

Swedenborgism \oTas greater than had previously been f discovered'

What this meant to the novelist was tl~,t he did
not have to cobble up himself a set of inclusive
values and beliefs about man and his destiny, as
did Hawthorne and Melville. He did not so much
borrow as to continue to employ a mode of vision
which had coloured his childhood.76

Largely basing his theory on the axiom that 'ma~ is a product of his

environment', Anderson's book is "an attempt to place James ad a

l ' J I' '17mora. J.S (, ' ..

..
F~ain, we encounter this conflict over the question of

what constitol3s 'life' : lito read the later 1.·lOrks of Henry James is, not

infrequently, to surrender one's own sense of life rather than to enrich

it ll •
78 This is surprising 1-Then one encounters the reason for

Anderson's statement: "It is part of my pllrpose to S1101.01 that ,James's

morality did not flow oui of his art; that those who think it did, make

him less substantial and more anomalous than he is l:.
79

If \ole are to accept Anderson's thesis, it ,olOuld seem that there is no

alternative but to adopt the viewpoint that James's Notebooks, Prefaces

75. For example, Spender and Anderson, See pp. 35-41 of this thesis.

76. Q. Anderson, The AmericarL Henry Jam~~ (London, 1958), p.XI.

77. Ibid, pp. 3-40

78" Ibi~, p"lO.

79. Ibi~ pp. 26-Z7 •



aad EssQYs (let alone his artistic achievements) all constitute the

largest example of 'double-talk' in the English Language. This is

especially true of Anderson's admission, concerning his "divine triologyll:

llJames provides no external evidence to support this contentionll •
80

Continuously, throughout his book, Anderson uses terms that give

rise to doubt about the validity of both his approach and his conclusions.

The Golden Bow:l is expressed in llemblematic terms ll • It has an "emblematic

meaning". There are l1 emblematic cllles ll and characters a.re "emblematic".

The novel is a "fable f1 and, consequently, it is lI emblematic ll • This

curious disease, which occurs throughout criticism of the novel, tr'ies to

deal with the novel in terms of what it represents, rather than what it..
presents, without adequate justification or adequate evidence. Thus the

nnvel becomes one of the three churches (the spiritual and divine) as on

three tier system roughly analogO!lS to the momentous climb of Dante from

the InferBQ to Paradis~.

part of the whole exercise.

The resel-Us are perhaps the most alarming

Like the theory about ~lmes's sexual inadequacy, this explanation

has gained credulity because it fits so perfectlJr (never mind the method

by whicb such a fit has been achieved). James emerges as a writer of

limited creative talent who served as a rather loud amplifier for his

father's vie"lS. Again, as with The Turn of the..§.9~, it marks a notice- .

able reductive explanation rather than extensive appreciation. The last

three completed novels "are as explicable morally as so many morality

playsll.81 They can:lloffer no 'ne\,!S' of life which is not completely

80. Ibi9i, p.209

81. ..An<lerson, Tpe PJUerican HelliX Jam~, p.184.
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congruous 'vith J"ames' s American and paternal heritage" ~ 82 Hence the

'master' remains a member of the fraternity.

Part of the perfection in fit experienced with regard to Anderson's

thesis is that, like the majority of critics, he has either forgotten or

chosen to ignore that James considered himself a master-craftsman. This

is ,,,,hat his extra-novelistic adventures reflect him talking about, time

and again. Primarily, he W8.8 talking about his mm artistic achievements

(even when writing essays and giving talks about Balzac, Zola, Flaubert,

T~ollope or Tolstoy). Of course, using the mis-used "Intentional

Fa.llacyll, cne could claim that James never rea.lly knew ,,,,hat he was

writing about or what he was saying. But this is to overlook the case
..

that, first either James understood his art or was a complete fool (and

the sheer volwne and achieveme!1t of his critical writing testifies to the

contrary), and, second, that criticism of this sort overlooks any artistic

prowess (concerned with form) whatsoever~

Instead, the explicatory framework is constructed upon rather

insecure ground. If one can find sufficient evidence for this view cont-

ained in the content of the novel, then the thesis is evidently accept- .

able. In any long term consideration of the critical function, this

conclusion says more for ou.:r understanding of the term "sufficient

evidence ll , as well as for our thirst for ingeniously constructed fra.me-

Harks. Upon Sl.teh flimsy argument~ an Industry has been constructed e

Fortunately, several critics (among them Leon Edel, and, to·an

extent, Leavis) have refuted Anderson's thesis on the grounds that it is
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totally incredl110l1s. What seems more to the point is that, by providing.

a 'key' Anderson has redl1ced the novels to simple tracts whicn prove,

h . J r II' • • ft' .. II 83 ""-among ot er th~ngs, ames s J.ncapac~·1jY or l'agJ..c vJ.s~on • ,t!;'18n as

an artistic restriction (if one can conceive of this statement as being

that), Anderson's concll1sion further illl1strates the weakness of his

argf1ffient. This is also an ~incapacity' of every major tYTentieth-c8ntl1ry

artist (especially American). Extracting the critical evalllation from

amongst the debris of Anderson's defining frame\o1ork, one is forced to

agree with Edel:

(James) held allegory in particl11arly 10\01 esteem.
}nderson's book ••• seeks to read into each of the
late novels a religious allegory with a minuteness
that flies in the face of all that ~a know abol1t
J~es' s personalit.y and his creativa imagination.84 ..

As Edel points out, Anderson is a part of the school of criticism which

reads more into James than Ol1t of him, which thrives I1pon the thirst for

so~called 'originalityl in criticism and lIThich presents the reader with a

virl1s that is illrd to dispel - the virl1s of deep criticism. :I.OOerson's

endeavo!ll' seems one to make James an America.n dt all costs (a contention

that ought to have been left with the 'thirties). In this, it might be

ar~~L18d, he fails. The artist transcends the constricting halter which

Anderson tries to construct.
8~

One of the more attractive studies, besides Bayley's " to emerge

83. Anderson, The j~erican Henr~~, p.133.

8~.• ~.r..L.Ji!:.ill.es - A ColJ.,.ection of Gr~~, ed. Leon Edel
(N. Jersey, 1963), po9.

85. Bayleyls appreciation will be referred to in Pt..III.
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from the 1imited debat.e concerning 1he Golde~~ is that p:rov:tded by

Stephen Spender. His position appears sensible, well-orientated moral

criticism \.[hioh is also alive to some of t.he complexities of James's role

as an artist., especially his comments llPOl1 "sympathy as an active facLllty".-

He is aHare of the moral dimensions of fict.ion : lithe greatest art is

moral even when the artist h3.s no particular moral axe to grind ll •
86 To

an extent, this is also t.rlle of his appreciation of the artistic prowess

exhibited by the later James. Yet, he too insists on rushing, vd.thout

careIlll consideration, to the vie\.J t.ha t James I S later books are peJ,rables

f ' 'f" "1' t' 87 .T th 1 th h . '1o moaern \' eSvern c~v~ ~z.a ~on. hever e ess, oug prJ.IllB.r~ y

orientated tOVli:uds considerations of morality and content, in these terms
..

Spender's study does offer a balanced view of the moral content of the

noveL Perhaps this is attriblltable to two factors. First, Spender

points Ollt that : Hin private life there remains fevr great saints, and

absolutely no great sinners. IIS8 This point of vie\oT perhaps applicable

as a part of Spender's essentially 'liberal' ~elt~~~q~Lqg, allows hllll to

react sympathetically to the situution presented in The. Goldel1 Bowl. Ln

addi'/jion, his conception of the role of the critic serves as an exwnple to

many of the Jacobite cult Geismar so loudly derides. \-Ihilst offering

"opinions", he is a',lare that, for reading a contemporary writer, the critic

can only be a guide not a dictator : "Impertinent criticism means that the

critic is projecting on to writing some fantasy of his own as to how poems

should be itJrit ten11.
89

-----=-~

86. s. Spender, .1'.lliLQestructiv8 El.e~, p.9.

87.~ p.67.

88. Ibi9-, p.1S.
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His 'opinion' of 1118 Golden~~ centres around the question he.

sees as being central to an understanding of the novel: liThe ql1es~ion

James has not yet answered is whether it is possible in the modern world

to choose to live: and rrJaggie triLlmphantly answers it for him ll •
90 This

'triumph' is the outcome of James's analysis of modern civilization in

his last three novels, and marks the outcome of Maggie's generosity, her

patience, her faith and, above all, her love. The most ambitious of all

his novels, ~~e Golden B~ illustrates the struggle of modern living,

the struggle (on the part of the Ververs) to make the pi~ture fit the

frame, the constant struggle~lito make their Iives "Torthy of their dead

surroundingsl1~91 Using "Syw.pfl.thy as an active facultyfl, James

".
has created a novel in \.)'hich the : "descriptive passages deliberately

. t . t . + ' . II 92 I d dsuggest vas spaces open~~~ ou, ~n~o mys~ery and vagueness. n ee ,

tho effectiveness of the novel is in part attributable to this power of

sD.ggestion : 1I0ne begins to feel certain that beneath the stylistic

surface, t,he portentous snobbery, the golden display of James's "lork,

there lurk forms of violence and ch8.os".93

This, in mi~ture, is Spender's argument, perhaps one of the

most perceptive written. Yet, whilst admitting the success of his

90. Spender, The DestrQ~tive ~ment, p.89.

9L Ibid., p.9l o

92. lli9J, p.95.

93. lli<i., p.96 0



morally-orientated critiqae, one is reminded of the fact that his

insight is largely the resalt of a certain compatability betvreen his

own system of valaes and those we lillderstand as being a part of James's

OHn system. Spender has ignored qaestiol1s of form and techniqae (the·

"achieved content ll ) and has solely dealt with content. Yet he has

prodLlced criticism tru:.t t is worthwhile, engaging and extends the reader I S

andel's tanding of the novel.

However, despite 3pender's obvioas talent placed in the total

context of criticism of 1h~Golden Bowl, one wonders at, not only the

isolated natare of his achievement, bat also at the element of 'chanco'

for Haut of a better term, that gave rise to such criticism. In a

'discipline', whose fandllinental axioms are concerned with commal1icating

th8 experience of the novel, of givJnea 'fine' or balanced insight into

the total experience presented, it is strange that only Q£~ critic has

managed to arrive anywhere close to sach an appreciation. The

position one arrives at is fall of scepticism and possible cynicism at

the credibility of the critical flillction.

Tvl0 possibilities might prevent sach a sitaation. The first·~

has been oatline~at length by Wayne C. Booth in his extensive stady

Tho Rhetoric of Fiction. (However, it is eXGremely relevant to the

ensuing discassion trl8. t Booth .2!ilits The _G.ol~en ..]Qlil.. from his analysis) 8

In Chapter Thirteen of his book, he hits apon the central problem:

Of all the critoria one might, for some p~Ipose,

employ in sach judgement - social, psychologice~,

sexual, historical •• 8 0nly one is strongly forced
upon me by the nature of my sabject that I cannot
pass it by : impersonal narration has raised moral



difficalties too oftei1 for as to dismiss
moral questions as irrelevant to techniqae.94

Seeing a certain amoant of I1rnoral confasionll"in modern fiction, Booth

lays the blame for sach an atrocity at the door of the writer rather

than the critic or reader. Thas: liThe moral qaestion is really

vlhether an aathor has an obligation to write vlell in the sense of

malr..ing his moral orderings clear, and if so, clear to Hhom1I .95 The

conclasions of sach an argament can only be:

The aathor makes his readers. If he makes them
badly - that is, if he s imply ,-Taits, in all parity,
for the occasional reader whose perceptions and
norms happen to match his Oim, then his conception
must be lofty indeed if we are to forgive him for
hi8 bad craftsmanship. But if he makes them vlell
that is, makes thew see what they have never seen ..
before, moves them into a new order of perception
and experience altogether - he finds his reward in
the peers he has created.96

As far as !he GoldenJ?owl is concerned, it woald appear that the

"occ·.:tsional ll reader is exactly what the novel has required to make any

attempt to transmit, what has been termed in this thesis, the 'subject'

of the novel. The situation borders upon solipsism, that is, if we

delegate any I blame' that exists to the allthor. Indeed, as James has'

been singled oat as the strongest inflaence with regard to impersonal

narration, he emerges a remarkably black sinner.

BOH'ever, if we look at the criticism of the novel, it can be

seen that the fa!ll t lies primarily ,.Jith the critics, both those who

------_._------~.~-

94.• \..Jayne C. Booth, l\h~_F.hetor:h.c_"ot Fiction (Chicago,1961), p.378.

95. Wayne C. Booth, The Rh~ric of F~cJion, p.386.

96" Ibj:9:, pp.397-8"
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have written about content (questions of morality, life and so forth), I

at the expense of technique, and, also, thos~ vTho hav9 written about

technique at the expense of content. Form and content ~ indivisible

and one can only meaningfully talk about one in terms of the other

(that is, in te:cms of uachieved content"). One without the other

must inevitably give rise to the anarchic state of criticism concerned

with this and other novels. Studies that concentrate on point of view,

the famous dramatic method, tend to overlook the point that these are

only valid in terms of their relationship to the material being

presented. The dramatic method, as reflected in the "achieved content lt ,

:reveals a ll[eltalliLchat,ill!l..R as much as any other method of narration. One
..

cannot, as much as this alternative appears to Simplify the problem,

simply write about James as a Istory~teJ.ler!, because the method of

selection, isolation and patterning reveals a world~·vievT pecllliar to

the individual artist.

Conversely, and of more direct relevance to the present

discussion of IheJlol~lL»owl, one cannot ignore form and concentrate

on content, since, as the criticis~ bears witness, the likelihood (but

not the inevitability) is that the critic will distQ~b the relationship,

the indivisible relation bet\-Jeen form and content. The result is

likely to be the repeatedly 'rop-sided' accounts of ',That the critic

conceives the content to be, as viewed through his own biased ethical

perspective. Hithollt paYing attention to the guide-lines provided by

'method', the critic rLlns the risk of vrriting an imagined f3.ntasy about

some moral point of vim-T that lies far outside the total experience of

the noveL The debate moves from the level of artistic debate to the
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Perhaps this is the situation.

James intended to provoke (one can ar~y gues~ at the answer James might

have given). But neither approach can lead, with any degree of

reliability or insight, to a full account of the novel that can be

communicated to persons other than lithe occasional readeI'll Booth speaks

of. . Certainly, Booth's alternative, to make demands of the artist, to

lay the blame at his door, would appear to take us no nearer to a

solution. Despite its apparent respectability such an approach seems

akin to the lIimpertinent criticism II that. Spenderjthe "occasional reader~

has noticed ..

Undoubtedly, the appreciation of the lsubject l of The Gold~~ .
..

Bowl is closely linked with these questions. Clearly, the novel points

a certain moral vieHpoint to\-fards external 'reality' ('the \-forld out

there'), whilst observing internal rules concerning the lreality' of

presentation, the "intensity of illusion ii, ~fames pursued so adroitly ..

The main question that emerges is how best to convey an essentially

subjective insight into concrete terms \fithout .f&~ling into the pitfall

of either representing James as a l~tory-tellerl, given to excessive

verbiage, or as a rampant moralist. ~pld~n B~ is nol, an amoral

work, it exists in time and space and not in avacuwn (despite common

accounts to the contrary). But neither is the novel a moral tract? a

clever piece of pulpit oratory disguised in a sugar-coated pill for

consQmption by those of us who cannot stand the pain of a wooden pew.

It exists as a \oJ'0rk that engages the tota.l being of its reader$ To give

only a part of oneself is to betray the engagement asked for. The

exercise of moral jUdgement seems such a betrayal.
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The possible solution to this qQestion perhaps lies in
\~ u

descriptive accounts of the a0hieved content of the novel. Despite

his protestations concerning the amorality of the novel, in "The ~tlrt

of Fictionll , he nevertheless provides a brilliant insight into the

artistic process, namely in !lThe Lesson of Balzac ll • However, II The Jirt

of Fiction", an article that first appeared in Lonflllan2rvlag,a~j.ne, in

September 1884 (reprinted in Partial Por~rai~~, 1888), reveals an

author who wishes to emphasize the need for the reader to appreciate

!lexecLltion", rather than any flconscious moral purpose ll • 1.. novel is "a

direct impression of lifer! and this II constitutes its value ll • However,

given the difference bet\-Teen a novel that bas life and that "Thich fails
..

to possess it (lithe only classification of the novel ll possible), when

we (the reader-critic) come' to engage in discourse about a particular

novel, our sense of that life can only be conveyed in terms of

"execution" : IlHe must grant the artist his subject, his idea, his

donnee : our criticism is applied only to "That he makes of i til. 97 The

idea is conceived of as being independent from execution : form and

content are apparently divisible. The idea does matter, James admits;

but we do not I judge Y the artist vTi th fairness unless \fe grant him his

l:starting point ll : "because if I did not I Should seem to prescribe to

you, and heaven forbid I should take that responsibility ••• I have no

. 98tigh.t GO tamper iolith your flute and then criticize your music ll • But,

97. "The Art of Fictionfl , The Future~ the Ngvel, p.17.

98. IbJ~, p.18.
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Can one praise the fltlte and praise the,

• ?illtlSJ.C. James, in "t,hj.s article, apJ.Yirently thinks so. But, given the

inseparability of form and content, the two become interdependent. With=

out an interesting idea, the author cannot hope to gain the greatest

possible value in his J1execut~on". The idea flmatters, to my sense, in

the highest degree ll ••• Hartists should select none but the richest ll •

Conversely, a Ilgood ll idea cannot be really llgood ll unless it is

properly executed, unless it is properly executed, anless it has had

all its value squeezed from it. Otherwise, it remains a germ lost in

the void or chaos from which the artist has failed to rescue it. Thus,

James later admits:
..

The story and the novel, the idea and the form,
are the needles and thread, and I never heard of
a guild of tailors who recofnmended the use of the
thread without the needle, or the needle without
the thread.99

But one res nIt of this connection James finds difficult to resolve,

namely the connection betHeen form-content and, what Besant terms, the

"conscious moral pm'pose ll (a branch of the subject James finds to be of

immense importance). He declares:

We are discussing the Art of Fiction; questions of
art are questions (in the widest sense) of execution;
questions of morality are quite another affair, and
will you not let us see how it is that you find it so
easy to mix them up7100

-~----------"--=------------_.~----------

99. liThe Art of Fiction", The Future of the Novel., p.21.
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Perhaps it would be simpler if >(jhis were the case. As a theory closeljr

linked with so-called "pure II art -theories, it. 1.Jould prevent many of the

contradictions and much of the inconclusyveness apparent in the language

of criticism. But The Gol£efLBowl depends upon both the full range of

the author's experience (his view of the world) which, involving

morality, cannot be seen as independent of that concern. James, indeed,

almost admits this point:

There is one point at which the moral sense and the
artistic sense be very near together; that is in the
light of the very obvious truth that the deepest
quality of work of art will always be the quality of
the mind of the producer.10l

~ay not this be also true with regard to the critic-reader? (Hence our..
1 t ' f ta' 't' 1 'd' ,., f t ) 102 S he eva lon 0 eel' 1n 01'1 loa nnn S "liO posltlons 0 es eem • uo

a mind, both critical and artistic, belonged to Henry James.

To rej ect James' fJ position, as expressed in "The Art of

Fictionll does not mean a return to the anarchy of moral judgement, the

quasi-solipsistic pronouncements of 'truths' about life. 1.he Golden

Bowl is an addition to life rather than a doctrinaire statement on

The novel is not a work of philosophy, psychology, ethics,

sociology and so forth. It contai~B some or all but is none of these o

In reading the novel, to use C.. 3. Leyds's terms '\ole "seek an enlargement

of our being", "He demand uindO\.Js Ii (a noticeably Jamesian phrase) •104

._-----------~------------- .._---------

102. SeeW. Righter, The Logic.9L.Qritic:i&!!,b pp.133-145.

103.·8eo C.S. LewiS, An Experiment in Criticis~ (Cwlbridge,1961) p.Bl.

104. See Preface to The, PorV~~..1!:~.



.As a broad generalisation we may agree that:

But in reading great literature I become a thousand
men and yet remain myself. Like the night sky In the
Greek poem, I see with a myriad eyes, but it is still
I who see. Here, as in worship, in love, in moral
action, and in knowing, I transcend myself; and am
never more myself than when I do~105

In a later essay, IfThe Lesson of Balzac II , first published in

Atla~tic Monthl~ August, 1905, James comes nearest to stating this

position. Balzac, for James, exists as the paradigm case for those

wishing to study, talk about aild enjoy the genre he finds so rewarding:

"He [Balzac] lived and breathed in his medium, and in the fact, that

he was able .to achieve in it, as man and as artist, so crowded a career

11106
remains for us one of the most puzzling problems •• o Thus: ..

The point at which the emulous a&~irer, however
diIninished by comparison, may closely approach him
is, it seems to me, through the low portal of envy,
§...q..J-rr~tiQl.Y.: do ~ lose ourselves ill.Yhe vis:Lon of
tl~.Q.lli1:.~1J.itJ: of:.......~if~hich his imagination
comrn~~cat~lO'7 (my emphasis) •.

The Labyrinth in which Balzac lost himself is one that can be shared by

the reader : lilt is a qL18stion you. see, of 2£netrating into a subj ect,

his corridors always went further and further and further; which is

but another way of expressing his inordinate passion for detailll~108

106. llThe Lesson of Balzac Tl ,~ QL the Hovel, p.105.

107 ~ Ibid.., P .107..

108. ~, pp.llO-lll~
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Central to our understanding of The Golden Bowl, Jmnes declares:

His plan was to handle, prilfarily, not a world
of ideas, animated by figures representing these
ideas; but the packed and constituted, the
palpable, provable world before him, by the study
of which ideas Hould ineVitably find titemselves
throvlll up.I09

If the reader is to do some justice to the novel, here is where the

germ of such criticism lies, not in the moral~allegorical exegesis that

seeiliS to offer safety. For we have to be prepared to suspend our own

egocentric notions of experience and judgement in a struggle to ~ and

understand the presented portrait. Eventually the reader may

experience a relationship with the material that is akin to tr~t

suggested by James:

He at all events robustly loved the sense of another
explored, ass~ied, assimilated identity - enjoyed it
as the hand enj oy8 tile gluve \oThen the glove ideally
fits ••• for what he liked was absolutely to get into
the very skin and bones of the habited, featured,
colored, articulated form of life that he desired to
present. HOH do vIe knovl given persons, for any
purpose of demonstration, unless He knm.)' thei.r
situation for themselves, unless we see it from their
point of vision, that is, from their point of
pressing consciousneSS or sensation? without our
alloHing for which there is no appreoiation.110

"As James declares : lilt all coraes back, in fine, to that respect for

the liberty of the subject 1.Jhich I should b6 willing to name as the

great sign of the painter of the first order ll •
11l

Ultimately~ this

"respect" is what is asked of the reader, an involved sympathy. Whilst

ene;a;Zing the total sum of experience gained by ~he reader, it involves

109. Ibid, p~112.

110. "The Lesson of B8:lzac", p.116.

Ill. ~" p.1l?
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transcending his own liL"rliteet and limiting consciousness. In this

lIr espect ll , vision, understanding, act of love, call it 1.Jha:t \ve will,

the reader escapes from the prison of selfhood and enlarges the sense

of inc1ividllality he possesses as a result (see Lev1is). This is the

possibility that 1'he GolCLELn Bow:S vJOuld appear to offer, but an enrich

ment perhaps unparalleled in the genre of which it is a representative.

Fro@ the pac;ced, provable world energes the resonance that reverber

ates through our cOllsciou3ness of Lhe external world. The last thing

asked for is moral judgement, the first is seeing or understanding thE.'

presented consciousness. Here lies the Ilgerm"of"a possible approach

to~. ..
But ttis is far from being a universally applicable, easily

generalised theory of criticls.n (although it has some relevance to

authors in the so-called Jamesian Ischool l , from Faulkner to Salinger

or Updike). Hather, it is an attemp"t to describe or particularize the

individuality of the novel under discussion. Such an account relies

heavily on the indivisibility of form and content, the overall vision

presented to the reader (\-Thich also involves the moral dimension).

This Vision can only be realized i.n terms of the engagement of the total

being of any or all readers, sh~red, perhaps~through the medium of

Literary Cridcism (lithe cornrnon pursuit of 'true' a"p1?.!.£.ciatiQ.l.1").

Inthout a consideration of the fllsion of these t\W entities, an

unbalanced aceo unt may ens ue. iN e gain Ollr insight through the method

in which the material is presented to us. Technique is not a

supplementary but a primary concern for the critic. .is 3chorer

points out:
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TechniqQe is really what T.8. Eliot means by
lIconvention": any se13ction, structilre, or
distortion, any i';)rm or rhytbJu imposed Qpon th~

world of action; by means of which, it shoilld be
added,our apprehension of the world of action is
enriched or renel-Jed. In this sense, everything is
techniqQe \vhich is not the lwnp of experience
itself, and one cannot say the.t a vlriter has no
techniqQe, or that he eschews technique, for,
being a writer, he cannot do so.112

TechniqQe is the way in which we are gQided into the iSQbject' of the

novel. It is an integral part, and not independent, of that experience.

ThrOQgh form we see the~ of that endeavour. In this openess of

response, vie become involved in the 'mystery' of life itself, of

which the novel is a part, an addition, an impression. 4S SQch, like

the novelist, He gain the "enricbment,ll Scharer mentions, an ..
apprehension that engages the total being (Moral, philosophical,

sociological, political ·sensGs' which the novel reflects).

lies the 'art' of The ~qhden Bowl.

----

Here

112. H. Scharer, lITechnique as Discovery", Hudson Revie\v I (1948),
67~87., - _.)
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III

Keeping James's comments in liThe Lesson of Balzac" as a point

of focus rather than dogma, The Golden Bowl may be seen as perhaps

Jfunes's greatest achieveraent in the art of penetration, 8.!ld, as a

result of this art, his greatest C'.chievement in "achieved content" (in

the art of fusing the concerns of-form and subject-matter);>l Squeezing

the utmost value from the situation (or slon!l~§) , James creates a

subject whos~ scope and depth testifies to the comprehensiveness of his

imaginative faculty, whilst also tesi:,ifying to his microscopic &ye for

detail (for the minute shades and colours which go to making such an

effective picture). With these b-lo 'talents' in mind, it can be

fleen hO\o1 t1.!.t.?- novel, more than any other, almost belittles the critical
, ;

act. }~s already shown, this is a testimony to the pm.rer of its Subject"

Perhaps by briefly looking at an earlier novel ~ The ~Q£tr~i~

of e_~ (1881) h th t ' l' } " "t- we can see ow a sUJJecw galns 2,S power. At a.

first glance, the tl-lO novels appear to be very similar~ Both seem J~o

be primarily concerned vrith the 'international theme l • Both pr';3sent

a young American innocent, possessing at acquiring j_i'JllIlense wealth, \01110,

by coming to Europe, finds that the world is not all sh~ believed it

to be. Both novels make great Qse of the famoQs dramatic method,

incorporating the point of view technique. Yet to Qse th~se rather

_____4 • ,__s__~ _

1. For further discussion of the art of penetration, see PP.47 - 51
of this thesis.
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fatuous terms adopted by the major part of criticism on both novels,

one portrays Ifailure' and the other Itriumph l • Here lies the 'germ l

of their essential difference, namely in the relative SUCC6BS of the.

dramatic method employed in each novel, and the relation between this,
, .

the final achieved content and the subject (its value). This is .

possibly '·There The Golden Bowl emerges as a finer production.

HOHever, it must be stressed that such eVJ.luative criticism is

not to be placed at the centre of this arglooent. Nevertheless, within

a given frame of reference, such ev~luation does help to enlarge an

understanding of the later novel. This frame, now a com~onplace of

Jai;~esian criticism, is 'the master IS' search for form, for the .l2.e.,;rfe~

..
form, throughout his literary cJ.reer (with all the accompanying

i~plioations that are a part of that search). The point vf view that

t " do'"';states all of James's heroes and heroines are the ar lst egulse

lUld17uJ1.Gedly does a disservice to the individual existence of the

characters and to the pains to Hhioh James went to efface himself from

his work (a requirement of the famous method). This viewpoint

certainly will not be pursued in this appreciation. Yet, slwh an .

approach does put James's work in a perspective, giving it a direction

that othe~lise perhaps fails to existe

Despite James's comments to the contrary, this 'search' is

perhaps best fulfilled in the novel ll.llder discussion.

Preface to The Portrait of a La..3.2:,_ he \-Trites:

HOHever, in his

So far I reasoned, and it took nothing less than
that teahnical rigour, I ITCYtveasilysBB ,-to- inspire
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me with the right confidence for errecting ou
Sllch a plot of grollnd the neat and careflll ~~d

proportioned pile of books that arches over it
and that was thlls to form, constructionally
spealdng, a literary monwnent. Sllch is the aspect
that today lI'rhe Portrait ll wears for me ~ a structure
reared \vi th an lIa rchi tee tLlral ll competence, as
Turgeireff shollid have said, that makes it, to
the allthor's o~n sense, the most proportioned of
his productions after Tqe ~abassad~ •••2

The later novel, according to James, possesses a l1superior roundness ll •

The Golden fulli:l is thus excluded from the upper ranks of his evaluative

sensc. This exclusion goes hand 'in hand with his noticeable silence on

the novel (apart from the scenario - in the Noteboo~~ - and his Preface

! -

there is ver7 little). 81lch a silence is perhaps one of the greatest

oddities in modern fiction. _tS will be shown, it appears very &trange

that he should have failed to have appreciated the perfect form of this

particLllar work. For, in such a form, lie many of the anS\ferS to both

the dr~natic and hnman concerns in his earlier work. It is in this

novel, to use Ivfaggie Ververts terms, that fin.'::.l.lly, the pictllre is made

to fit the frame. James's relative silence over this is quite stagger=·

ing.

But, to retllrn to the Portr~it oLa IJ;tdy, and in particllla:,:"

James's Preface to that novel, we can see how far James's handling of

his material had progressed from, say, T~rican (1877), and how far

it was to progress by the time of~ol~. From the almost

melodramatic collapse of The_~erican, to the success of his first real

, Portrait I is a development that never ceased to arnazo. In this
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development, there is a superior awareness in J~mes's handling of his

material. Thus i.·Te are sho...m limy grasp of a single character", around

which a literary monument is raised consisting of llsubordinate

characters tl \-Iho are reflections of that young i.·lOman. This effect is

achieved by making : lIit predominantly a view of their relation and

the trick is played : you give the general sense of her effect, and you

give it, So far as the raising on it of a super-structure goes, "lith

the maximum of ease" •.3 To testify to the complexity of his heroine,

these reflectors \.Jould be : II contend ink; , conflicting llghts, and of as

many different colours) if possible, as ~he rockets, the Roman candles

and Gatherine-wheels of a I pyrotechn.ic display'. ,,4 HOi..Jever, the

weight is overwhelmingly placed IDn the consciousness of the eentral

figure, and the other characters are subordinate to that concern and

fail, in a relative 8ense, to live free, individual lives:

'Place the centre of the subje~t in the young woman's
own consciousness, I I said to myself, I and you get
as interesting and as beautiful a difficulty as you
could wish. Stick to 3JL~t - for the centre; put the
heaviest weight into that scale, "Thich will be so
largely the scale of her relation to herself,.5

Everything else is subordinate to that concern, which depicts the grow-

lug awareness of Isabel Archer to the massive complexities and mysteries

of experience. In this 8Mareness nothing, even technique, is

irrelevant. Thus FlIDe. Merle, Isabells mentor, declares:

3. The Art of the NoX~ p.5l.

4. Ibi~, pp.52-5.3.

5. Ibido, p.51.
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'Thereis no such thing as an isolated man or woman:
we're each of us made up of some cluster of
appurtenances. "Jhat sl:9..11 we ca:{.l our IIself"?
Where does it begin? Where does it end? It over
flovIS into everything that belongs to us .- and then
it flows back again. I know a large part of nyself
is in the clothes I choose to wear. I've a great
respect for thingst One's self - for other people 
is oLle's expression of one's self; and one's house, 6
one's furniture ••• these things are all expressive.'

In her awarenesS of this ooncept of selfhood lies the germ of Isabel's

near collapse. She fails to see the total possibilities that surround

her, how, for example, her husband can hate her for the very things she

deems attribll.tes. In the technique of point of view can be seen the

multiple possibilities she fails to fully realise until it is too late.

»2 a result of this failure, we can view the incompatibility of

lltnerican 'vahtes' in an European setting. However, in this realiza-

tion is perhaps an acknowledgement of the seeming impoesibility of

finding the perfect form, the order that will give meaning both in

artistic and human terms.

Huch the same may be said of the other two novels of the f1major

phase ll • Yet, tb point this out is not to detract from the success of

these works. All are masterpieceA of "lOrld fiction - \Ali. th the possible

exception of Jhe lUngs of The Dov~,"a:ld testify to James (s imaginative

genius. Rather, this 'failure' (if, for the moment, such success m~

be facetioLl.sly called that) illustrates the sheer enormity of finding

such a fornl. In cultural terms, for example, the cards were stacked

6. The PQr~rait of .§. Lady, Volume III, 287-8.
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against the realization of such a perfection. The twentieth-century

trend has been against meaning, agQ..inst order and for th8 'reality'

symbolised by Absurdist philosophy. Certainly, James contributes his

share to that trend (as in The Fprtrait of a La~, The Ambassadors or a

nouvelle like "The Beast in the Jungle n 1903'). :And yet there 19-~

Golden BO\-ll stands, a veritable rock in an otherwise seething, chaotic

current. what is more to the point is the nature of such a 'tri®lph',

as it also marks ~~ artistic fulfilment on the part of its author.

That it goes against the trend of the analytic, explanatory, conscious-

nass - ac evolved by characters such as Isabel Archer - perhaps point~

to its peculiar individuality. In this reversal lies the power of its

sLlbjecto

Placing the novel beside: , say, The Portrait of a LadZ, one can

see how developed James's art of penetration has become, even in so

seeiminglya technical asset as 'point of view'. cl..S previously

pointed out, point of vievT is subordinate to the central consciousness

in the earlier novel. This is also true of The _Golde~ Bowl, though

only in an absolute sense. In the later production the scales have

been more evenly balanced, the multiplicity of possibility, the very

complexi~y of the whole canvas being enhanced as a result of such a

balance. Bayley has singled this out as being a characteristic of the

medium of dramatic poetry:

••• it is one of the properties of the greatest
dramatic poetry to sug;est complexities of character
which are beyond the scope of the most discursive
al1.alysis ••• ~hich haS} the po\-ler of creaHng
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contradictory gli;Jlps8s of a personalit;y- and
holding them in sQspensjon withoQt the smallest
tonch of defining controL7 .

HO\>lever, despite James I s voyages into the world of thcl theatre, it is in

a novel that this skill finds its full realization. In this handling

of such complex materials lies the art of penetration, \.J'ith its

accompanying values of seeing, understanding, believing in the liberty

of an individual character with all the imaginative sympathy possible.

However, to read the ?reface is to be slightly misdirected as

to the movement of the novel. Certainly, "the indirect and obliqll.e

view of my presented action ll , "my account of somebodyls impression of

it ll , becomes central to an understanding of the quality of that

complexity, as is his avoidance of lithe more muffled majesty of irres-

ponsible aLlthorshipf1. Thus he declares his desire to get:

••• down into the arena and do nly best to live and
breat.te and rub shoulders and converse with the
persons engaged in the struggle that provides for
the others in the circling tiers the entertainment
of the great game.8

Nevertheless we read that:

••• the \-Thole thing remains subject to the register
ever so closely kept of the consciousness of but two
of the characters. The Prince, in the first half of
the book, virtually represents to himself everything
that concerns us ••• The function of the Princess, in
the remainder, matches exactly with his ••• the
Princess, in fine, in addition to feeling everything
she has to, and to playing her part just in that
proportion, duplicates, as it were, her value and

8. The Art of the Novel, p.328.
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becomes a compositional resource, and of the
finest order, as ,Tell as a value intrinsic~9

c~~ a result, James hopes to fLllfil the Ilmost exquisite of all causes the

appeal to variety, the appeal to incalculability, the appeal to high

refinement ahd a handsome wholeness of effecttl~lO

But, this scheme does not fully convey the essential differen-

ces between the two volumes. It is true that the second volume belongs

entirely to the Princess (with only a brief punctuation provided by Bob

and Fanny Assingham)~ But the first volume, marked by the dlmost

total absence of Maggie, contains a multiple viewpoint that noticeably

contrasts '!,'lith the second. Thus, "He see not only through lilIlerigo's

eyes, but also those of Gh&rlotte stant, Adam Verver and ths Assinghams.

The Prirlce does provide some form of frame to the proceedings, but his

consciousness is not allowed to dominate as the other characters

reflect on him and each other, and, in turn, on Maggie Verver. This

diversity creates a splintered effect. No one conscioasness can create

a picture which will include the others. In this respect, the effect

reflects the 'action' of that Volume. Each character, for the most

part, acts from his o~her point of view without being asked to take into

account, or allow for, the complexity of the total situation (there are

several exceptions to this, such as Adam's desire to be married for

M • I )18.ggl.es sake • There is no character to give form, to create a frame-

-"------~--~.~~------~-

9. The Art of the No~~, pp. 328-90

10. Ibid., p.329.
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work tr~t will utilize the available material to its utmost (given

inexorable incalculability, the very difficulty of finding such form in

so complex a situation). In this complexity lies the germ of Maggie's

structuring, her grand success in making the picture fit the frame.

But this diversity - the very lack of a central defining

consciousness - does not detract from the value of each point of view

presented in the first volume. It is a part of Haggie1s success that

the materials \.]i th which she works are worth the trial she endures.

Thus Amerigo, because of all his attributes and his faults, emerges as

a w-Rgnificent p6rsonage in whom Magbie is justified in believing.

Here \-1e can see James's art of penetration (an art that will become

Maggie's in the second volume), as ;~erigo reflects on the faults and

attribuces of his neH ~4merican relations. In this portrait call be seen

tha 1l1iberty for the subject Jl that James pre.ised in Balzac, consisting

of the utmost belief and s~fipathy, the greatest possible respect for

the individual existence of a particular character. In realizing the

'sterness' of such a fieure as knerigo, James creates the level of

seeing and understanding which precludes judgement. Thus, if we ar~ to

fully enter into the presented consciousness, this must entail a fllll

acceptance of the complex, many-faceted character portrayed, including

his idiosyncratic devotion to money and p01,.ler:

What was this so important step he had just taken
but the desire for some ne1;[ hlstory that should, so
far as possible, contradict, and even if need be
flatly dishonour, the old? If what had come to
him wouldn1t do he must make something different.
He perfectly recognised - ah.]ays in his hWllility 
that the hlaterial for the making had to be
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Mr. Ververls millions, There was nothing else for
him on earth to raake it "d.th; he had tried before
= he had to look about cilld see the truth •• ~ he
\.Jas allying hirnself to science, for \-That was science
but the absence of prejudice backed by the presence
of money? 11

For th:i.s possible affront to ltOllr profoundest ethical sensibilityll, we

receive an illlli~inating perspective into Amerigo1s view of his own

situation vis1 vis the Ververs (in particular the Princess). Flashing

back to a remembered conversation with his future wife, he sees h~nself

as Haggie called him, !la morceau de !iluse~lt collected flor the museum

at ;~erican City. The sharp discrepancy between her appreciation of

his history and his single self (the u.nknovTn quantity) is attributable

to Maggie1s romantic disposition, which thrives on innocent pleasures

without penalties. Perhaps the difference is best sumrned up in

J~nerigols own image (used to describe Adam Vel~er):

IIfm like a chicken at best, chopped up and smothered
in sauce; cooked dOvTll as a creme de volaille, \..rith
half the parts left out. Your fatherls the natural
1'0\'11 running about the bassecour. His feathers, his
movements, his sounds - those are the parts that,
Hith me ,are left out t .12

This i.s where the f1international fallacyfl has importance. The

European IIchicken fl is alive to tone and f.:)rms, indeed these very forms

are an intricate part of his makeup. Without them, there is little

doubt that Arnerigo IS abilit;r to function would be greatly dirninished,

possibly resulting in total collapse. They give him a point of

II. The,~den BoWl, Volmne XXIII, 16-7.
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action. Whenever Amerigo enters into conversation, he can be seen

listening for the right tone, the right note Hith which to continlle.

It is tone that is also crllcial to the other 'Ellropeans', such as Fanny

Assingham. Thus, vIith Ch'..1.r10,tte, He see Amerigo llndergoing S llch a

process:

He bent on her a kind, comprehending face. 'Yoll
filllstn't miss anything~ He had got it, the pitch
and he could keep it now, for all he had needed was
t.o have it given him. -The pitch yJaS the happiness
of his wife that was to be - the sight of that
happiness as a joy for an old friend.13

As .fanny lat(3r observes, Charlotte is "extraordinarytl because she

"observes the forms" : II lAnd the forms .... are t\-1'O thirds of conduct,~4

They allaH people to exist \-lith th.e maximum ease in a social milieu.

Thus, as long as that ease or 'safety' is maintained, the forms can be

nsed or arranged so that 'illicit' relationships - such as Charlottels

post-marital liason \-lith .i.merigo - may be continued whilst maintaining

splendid surface appearances. It is when these appearances Show signs

of strain (or cracking) that the social situation seems in greatest

danger of disintegration or collapse. The forms can be used both :ion u

destructive (Charlotte) and in a creative (Maggie) sense. It is this

realization that is at the centre of Haggie1s I adventure I : how to change

the cracking social fabric into a meaningful one where the other

characters may exist. with the maximwm ease, dignity, happiness wld

13. Volwme XXIII, 52-36

14. Ibi.§:, 390 ~ . ,
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safety possible. To destroy such a fabric - "lhich is a possibility

0r~i1 to Haggie - WOllld be to destroy her husband's capability to

lirontinue as a IIme.gnificent ll personage. In her 'respect' for

conventions (and her rejection of the ideal of complete knowledge), she

triwl1phs. She becomes a"lare of the creative use to "Thich such convent-

ions may be put, whilst rejecting the cathartic outburst. Through her

action she finds the perfect form, and her success is also James's

tril1lnph o

H0i1ever, in Volwne one we see the materials for bel' success.

~t the beginning of the novel, these attribu~es (such as the art of

penetration) are, on the whole, only possessed by the novel~.8t himse.lf.

He penetrates, he respects the 'otherness' of his charac:~ers, and his

eJ~e for detail testifies to this grasp. No detail is irrelevant to 0tU'

lillderstanding of the charact.ers and their situation. Objects,

potrticuhl' scenes, repea.ted phrases all have an inter'ITeaving, inter-

locking system of cross-reference that reverbera-t,es throughout the novel.

Jill \>li th Balzac: lithe relations of parts to each other are at moments

almost multiplied to madness tl •
15

But, as previously mentioned, this treatment contrasts ,dth the

viei.-1s presented by each vievlpoint. illith all their t1extraordinaryll

"magnificence ll , nearly all the charac,ters h:.tve a noticeably egocentric

bias tm1ards the external world. Therefore, with Amerigo, it is his

Lond0n, his pl1rsuits (especially of Haggie \ferver), hi.§. fate that are

---_..._--~---------_.

15. liThe Lesson of Balzac", The Future of thVI~, p.lll ..
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of primary interest to him. In this concern, he is particalarly

cusceptible to the arrangements created by Fanny or Charlotte Stant as

long as they take care not to disturb the easy balance in which he

exists.

Thus, Chti.rlotte Stant has considerable room in which to

exercise her manipulative skill, as, for exafllple in the Bloomsbury shop

scene where she carefully works to emphasise her relationship with

l:lllerigo:

'We, clearly, were right people - he knows them when
he sees them; and thats why, dB I say, you could m~(e

out, or at least I could, that he cared for us. Didn't
you see ••• the way he looked at us and took us in? I
doubt if either of us have ever been so well looked at
before. Yes, he'll remember us ••• because, given his
taste ••• he was pleased with us, he was struck - he
had ideas abou-i:, us. \~ell, I should think people migh-G;
welre beautiful - arentt we? - and he 1~owst.16

Such manipulation is oppressive and fi~~lly destructive; each character

such as Charlotte, wanting to possess another in an essentially selfish

sense. Thus, Bayley is s~~ely right in seeing their use of the word

"sacred" .- as they "passionately seal their pledge" - as being a

"blasphemous' imitation of the sacred trust of the marriage tie".l?

Even Adam Verver's "selfless act fl is tinged \.fith the same selfishness.

Hmlever, t~:is selfishness is more the result of a certain

innocence, rather than any grand experience that is behind Charlotte's

behaviour. By marrying Charlotte Stant, he hopes: "that in forming a

16. Volume XXIII, 1060
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new and intimate tie he shoald in a manner abandon, or at the best

signally relegate, his dallghter ll •
18 This shows little concern for

his fatare wife, for her concerns or desires or for their relationship.

'l'has his lImajestic scheme" is bound for failure as a resalt of his

inability to see beyond a limited horizon. In part, this failare is dae

to his being "as a taster of life, economically constracted" as it is

also dae to his lIromantic disposition:t;

He cared that a "'lork of art of price should flook
likell the master to whom it might perhaps be
deceitfully attribu~ed; but he had ceased on the
whole to knov1 any mat.ter of the rest of life by
its 100ks.19 .

The 'collector' has partly been responsible for Haggie's marriage to

Amerigo (a responsibility Maggie shares and mast eventually face). His

aesthetic principle governs this and other actions, even t~ the point

of wondering whether his previous wife might possibly have diverted him

from his path of cultivating the intelligence he possesses, never mind

the relationship.

But, there are "beaatiful intentions all round l1 •
20 In spite

of the evident bias towards egocentricity, these characters are aware·

that they exist in some form of relation to other people. ~s .Amerigo

declares, in a statement v1hieh perhaps best swns up the whole situation

~-_._--~-_.._------------
18. Volume XXIII, 206.

19. Ibid., l46~'7 ~

20. 1l?iSk, 392.
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There-

fore, one cannot simply dismiss them in black and Hhite terms as what

is conventionally understood by the terms Igood' and 'evil' can exist

Hithin one character (see for ex~~ple, the Bridge Party scene in Volume

Two). This complexity is something that Maggie must take into account.

She must not give them up, and it becomes increasingly clear that this

is what they depend on her for. ~s a result, Amerigo increasingly

comes to realise t/he II extraordinary II character to whom he is married.

This lIinealcula,bility" multiplies throughout the first Volume

until the situation reaches a point of near collapse, the crack in the

social milieu becoming an enormous gulf or abyss. Perhaps this down-

ward slope is best illustrated by the Assinghams, as they reflect the

total situation in mi~ture. She is the 'explainer ' ~excellence,

possessing an analytic consciousness that peers into nooks and crannies

for every discernable 'fact' (it is of her th-.t Hax Beerbohm should have

drawn his cartoon). As Fanny points out, she has analysed and spoken:

" ISO many things, no doubt, that they make a c:hance for my having once

or t\.fice spoken the truth' 11 ..
22 Yet she is not a complete person

(like so many others in the earlier part of the novel), the holo gaps in

her "completeness" being her want of children and her "mnt of wealth. 2.3

21. Volume XXIII, 58.

22. Ibid., .384~··

2.3. Volume L1III, .35.
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In addition, she has this apparently inexhaustible desire to \vallow in

herl~avourite elemeni'(or play her favourite gillue), an activity for

which Colonel Bob has difficulty in finding an lllage:

He watched her, accordingly, in her favourite element,
very much as he had sometL~es watched, at the l\quarium,
the celebrated lady who, in a slight, though tight,
bathing-suit, turned somersaults and did tricks in the
tank of water which looked so cold and uncomfortable
to the non=amphibious. 24

Fanny is decidedly amphibious. Indeed, her prediliction for such an

environment contrasts sharply with ~he novelist's portrayal vf her own

and Bob's particular situation. Fanny and Bob emerge as reflectors of

the general movement in the novel, depicted "lith a respect and self-

lessness perhaps matched only in the work of Balzac and Faulkner. In

Bob, we have a minor gem, both in his own ability to exercise sympathy

- a 'function' noticeably independent from his supposed lack of

intelligence (his stupidity in his \.[ife's eyes) - and in the sympath-

etic manner in which James has created such a portrait. The novelist's

eye for det~il, his very art of penetration, is quite astounding. Even

in the description of Bob's foot, we can feel this imaginative sympathy~

The Colonel sat back at his O1;m ease, vIith an ankle
resting on the other knee and his eyes attentive to
the good appearance of an extremely slender foot which
he kept jerking in its neat integmnent of fine-spun
black silk and patent leather. It seemed to confess,
this member, to consciousness of military discipline,
everything about it b9~_ng as Dolished and perfect1as straight and trim, as a soldier on paraGe. I~

went so far as to imply that someone or other would

-~ ffl ~ ~_~ '~_

24. Ibi<1, 65.
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have 'got' something or other, confinement to
barracks or supprecsion of pay, if it hadn't
been just as it was. 25

His wife is the creature who disturbs this enjoyable meditation. She

observes on the situ~tion surrounding them, and never ceases to delight

in commenting on the environment in which she has involved herself

(rather than been involved). ,it times, her comments have insight:

II 'Our relation, all round, exists - it's a reality, and a very good

olle; we're mixed up, so "i.,o speak, and it's too late to change i.t. We

must live in it and with it' 11.
26

But, like Adam's Ilmaj estic scheme II, her uriderstanding of events,

her scheme, leaves out a great deal. Her unquenchable thirst for

explanation, is to little avail "Jhen it comes to explaining, to account-

ing for the complex, incalculable possibilities that confront her (the

very mystery of experience). She makes mistakes and these threaten to

destroy not only her framework of reference, but her personality, her

ability to function as a human being, her capability to go on with life.

In her midnight vigil, we see this near collapse, and, in this episode,

one of the rare moments of genuine love can be found (in the first

Volume) - of the ability to transcend the limitations of t.he essentially

ego-boll1ld, individual point of vie"i. Noticeably, the move is made by

11011e other than the OoloneL From the beginning of this chapter

Volmne XXIII, Book Third, Chapter Ten - we can see Bob preparing

25. Volume XXIII, 66.

27. Ibi~, 86.·"·



himself and aware of this inner need:

The solemnities, at the same time, had committed
him to nothing - to nothing beyond this confessions
itself of a consciousness of deep waters. She had been
art as these waters, for hi~m, visibly; and his
tribute to the fact had been his keeping her, even if'
without a W01~, well in sight. He had not quitted for
an hour during her adventure, the shore of the mystic
lake; he lllid on the contrary stationed himself where
she could signal to him of need. 27

This need soon becomes apparent. Her complicity in the whole affair

acknmdedged - " '80 they may do as they like. But I've vlorked for

them all' n28 ,{e then encounter one of the mas t concentrated and
~--
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effective pieces of 1,{riting in the Jamesian canon, a passage, curiously

enough, that has been ignored by most critics of the novel. The

mystic-lake passage should be quoted at length, but to do so would be

to ruin the movement of the chapter. However, one short p8ssage might

illustrate the arg~lent:

He went to her and put his aria round her; he drew her
head to his breast, where, while she gasped, she let
it stay a little - all lllith a patience that presently
stilled her. Yet the efc'-ect of this small crisis, oddly
enough, \{as not to close their colloquy, with the
natural result of sending them to bed; what was belMeen
them had opened out further, had sooehow, through the
sharp ShOltl of her feeling, taken a positive stride, h".l.d
entered, as it were, in that more words, the region of
the understood, shutting the door after it and bringing
them so still more nearly face to face. Tlj.ey remained
for some minutes looking at it through the dim window 29
\-lhich opened upon the ,{orld of human trouble in generHl..

27. Volume XXIII, 366.

28. Ibic., 377.

29. Volume XXIII, 378.
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It is here one glimpses at the complexity and the very 'atmosphere' of~

the novel. James leads us to the 'lery centr:e of that mystery, the region

where, despite the app~rent friction and continQous bickering between

these tHO characters, they reach a realm of understanding that seems

independent of the restrictions that they have imposed upon each other

and upon themselves. It marks the couplels highest moment in The

Golden Bowl, and resounds throughout until' it is finally captured and

equalled in the last scenes between Maggie and her husband. Here Bob

saves Fanny from collapse and, though transitory, his fulfiliu6nt of her

need is remarkably valid : ttHe held himself so ready that it waS quite

e.s if the immrd man had pulled off coat and waistcoat. ,,30 It is

only matched by Jv:aggie' s understanding of the other characters, and her

creation of a more permanent relationship through her utilization of

the very conventions which hem in this couple so much. Here lies

another strand of the fabric Maggie mU8t weave in order to gain a

meaningful relationship with her husband.

The multiple complexity of point of view, of individual concern,

thus dominates the first half of the novel. Each character has

i1beautiful intentions U, but these intentions fail to give any sense of

permanence and meaning to the social and personal relationships that

threaten to crumble into an abyss by the time the first Volume reaches

its conclusion. Generally speaking, their actions lack the ability to

transcend the restricting ego, to be able to see with another

30 • Ibid., 366.
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character's pair of eyes. Either their 'solutions' are too egocentric.

- too preoccupied with what they are going to get out of the whole

affair - or too explanatory, too analytic, in their failure to account

for all possibilities, (generally, most 'explanations' in the novel

fail because they are too self-centered)~ There is little fully

engaged aQpreciation of another character or of the mystery of their

beings, other than some v~guely used 'Assingham-ite' term that covers

all characters at all times. In the realm of appreciation lies the art

of penetration and the realizati0n of form.

But the fragmented view we are shown - in spite of, perhaps

because of James's own penetrative s~ills - has little inter~al

structure or form. The points of viel.,)' al~e isola ted as we range from

Oile pair of eyes to the next. We begin to appreciate the intricacy of

the whole situation, and yet seem incapable of providing a 'solution'

except for the most mechanical or scientific form of self-destruction

of the social milieu in which these characters exist. In this,' the

picture rebounds from the microscopic situation which James is painting

into the macrocosm of which the reader is a part. The 'solution' lies

with MagLie Verver and Henry James (though one does not wish to

identify one 1-lith the other at all). Where the fusion does exist is in

the indivisible cohesion between the artistic quest for form and the

internal quest for order. Finding the 'solution' engages the reader's

L~aginative sympathy in a way rarely equalled in modern fiction.

But the first Volume is structured around something other than

a focusing, form·-giving consciousness, namely the Bm.,)'l itself. As

1'1atthiessen, among others, has pointed out: "James uses the bm.,rl as a
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means of bringing to a focal point the varying and diverging complexities

in sllch human relations.lI]l In the first VolulJle the Bowl has mo.re than

just a s~nbolical value. It serves as a point of reference, and in

addition, acts as a grand reflector upon the complex situation that

surrounds it. The use of the BOHl as a central agent is perhaps

WThlatched in Jmnes's fiction, certainly surpassing his use of objects

in, say, The Spoils of ?oynton (1897). The important scene, where

Charlotte almost buys the object, illustrates this use of the Bowl.

Again,like so many others, it is a scene that is held uppermost in the

consciousness during the remainder of the noveL The episode is

shrouded in mystery, perha~s stemming from the shopkeeper himself who:

".,g fixed on his visitors an extraordinary pair of eyes
and looked from one to the other uhile they
considered the object with which he appeared ma~nly

to hope to tempt them. They had come to him last,
for their time was nearly up.32

Tne ensuing description vibrates with an elusive interest which, for

the more speculative reader, might be 'interpreted' as one of those

rare visits of the artist into the arena with which he is so intensely

involved, and yet so noticeably absen-I;:

He 'Has clearly the master, and devoted to his business
- the essence of which, in his conception, might
preeisely have been this p:l.rticular secret th=.t t he
possessed for worrying the customer so little that it
fairly made for their relations of a sort of solemnity.
He had not many thinGs, none of the redundancy of Irot'
they had elsewhere seen, and our friends had, on
entering, even had the sense of a ffillster so scant that,

]1. ~tt!lies~.2'£" p.8].

32. Volllme ~{III, 104.
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as high vailles obvioLlSly 1wllldn I t reign, the
effect might be almost pitifll1. 33

In this sense, the man skillflllly controls his visitors, creating an

allra of mystiqlle which leaves Charlotte with the impression that he:

"himself was the greatest cllriosity they had looked at ll •
34

.c;.s "their entert"liner", it is the shopkeeper \.,rho gives the

!tpitch" for the follo\.,ri.ng encoll.nter. It is as "the master ll , ,.,rho loves

his art pieces, that he tries to hand over his objects: "to right

people, people perhaps who can see their trlle vaille ll :

His slim, light fingers, with neat nails, tOllched
them at moments, briefly, nervollsly, tenderly, as
those of a chess-player rest, a few seconds, over
the board5 on a fig lIre he tllinks may move and then
may not a 3

It is his array of 2.h-le..9J.s that are br'ollght orr!:, one by one in an effort

to sell them to the pair of visitors. However, both Charlotte and

especially the Prince fail to believe in what is presented for their

vieH:

They looked, the visitors, they tOllched, they vaguely
pretended to consider, bllt with scepticism, So far as
cOllrtesy permitted, in the qllality of their attraction.
It \>las impossible they shol,1.1dn 1t, after a little
tacitly agree as to the absllrdity of carryine; to Ivragt:ie
a token from sllch a stock. 36

liThe masteI' Il continues to ShOVl his articles, and the visitors are

resoillte in their visible scepticism, the lapse into Italian heraldtng

the high point in the scene:
-------_._---_._------_.~----_.,------,--_._------

33. Ibid., 104-5.

34. Ibid., 105.

35. 'Volwne XXIII, 106-7.

36 0 Ibidc., 107 ~ , .
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TIlen the shopman, for Charlotte, momentoQsly broke
silence. lYoQ~ve seen, disgraziatamente, signora
principessa', he .3adly said, 'too much' - and it
made the Prince face about. For the effect of the
momentous came, if not from the sense, from the
sOQnd of his "lOrds;. 1tIhich was that of the sUddenest,
sharpest Italian.3·{

Both h8:.Y~ seen too much, as is witnessed by their scepticism and desire

for explanations. In rel~tion to this scene, it is noticeable that

they lack the essential II goocl faith ll that Hould enable them to believe

both in the value of the objects presented (particularly the Bo\{l),

and~ in a wider sense, in the value, or 'otherness', of the charact~rs

with vIhom they are inextricably involved. Thus, Amerigo's thirst for

the explicable, the rationally perceivable entities:

It was no secret to Maggie - it was indeed positlvely
a public Joke for her - that she couldn't explain as
Mrs. _·\.ssingham did, and that the Prince liking
explanations, liking them almost as if he collected
them, in the ma2ne~ of book~plates or postage ste~ps,

for themselves, his requisition of this luxury had to
be met ..38

This form of knOWledge, so antithetical to belief, denies any apprecia-

tion of the innermost mystery of another person's being. Furthermore,

in any final reckoning, such analysis fails to explain, merely

resort:'ng to the artificial category or term.

Thus, both visitors question the possible value of the Bowl,

and .unerigo refuses even to believe that it has any value whatsoever e

"The master", hOvlever, believes in his object:

-----------------~--------
37. Volume XXIII, 111.

38. Ibid, l60~i6l.
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.... By tarning straightaway toward a receptacle to
which he had not yet resorted and from which after
anlocking it, he e~Gracted a square box, of some
twenty inches in height, covered with worn-looking
leather. He placed the box on the coanter, pushed
back a pair of small hookS lifted the lid and
removed from its rest a drinking-vessel larger than
a common cap, yet not of exorbit·ant size, and formed,
to appearance, either of old fine gold or of some
material once richly gilt. He handled it with
tenderness, with ceremony, making a place for it on
a small satin mat~ IMy Golden Bowl' he observered - 39
and it soanied, on his lips, as if it said everything.

Noticeably, the BO\-l1: "seemed to "larn off the pradent admireI'", which

includes Gh~l.rlotte and ~i.merigo.40

In a general sense - and with ito warning - the Bowl is the

eternal problem of the novel, namely the natllre of form. In it vle see

reflected that problem which is at the heart of the indivisiole fasion

between form and content. It is as if the artist has, Hith the aid of

this central object, presented the proble~ to his characters in a form

in which those eager for eXi)lanation will not recognise. The problem

is concerned with the possibility of form, of permanent meaningfal

relationships between seemingly irreconcilible "splinters". It

involves valaes sach us seeing, L1l1derstanding, sympathy, belief,

pene~ration, order and L~~gination (in a creative sense). The

qlJ.estion vlould appear to be how these valaes and "splinters" can be

moulded into an order of permanent harr.lOny, without a crack that

threaten•. to bri~~ chaos and breakdown, whilst taking account of the

39. VolL~e XXIII, 1120

40. Ibid, 112 ~ : .
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essential mystery of experience, and not reducing that expe:::-ieI;ce to a '

set of futile, but easily explicable, gestures.

As baldly stated as this, such a description hardly does

justice to the essence of the problem which exists, because tha-&

problem can only be vaguely hinted at and never explained. In its stat-

ement, \vhich can only be expressed in an artistic form, lies the shared

ground between art, life, and the 'sense' of life (or organic growth),

James was continually striving f9r in his fiction. In this complex

mys-~ery lies the subject of The Golden B..9..l4.

Express0d in terms of the novel! s internal relations, the-

'solution' to the quest for the perfect form lias in the realm of faith

or belief. Once the characters have ceased to believe in the mystery

of life - by remaining on the ground level of explanation, rationaliz-

ation and scepticism - then the seeming futility of experience (as

observed by:vaerigo) becomes a 'fact', with its accompanying devotion

to the power of money and science. Fur-therr;lore, \vithout the Ververs,I;\

"good faith ll (an American attribute if \ie play the 'international theme'
.

for all it is worth), there is no hope but the futility of _~erigo's

and Grrirlotte's analytic awareness. Noticeably it is Maggie who buys

the Bowl, who accepts its value and builds her own Bowl as a result of

her belief in the original object. Thus, as she points out, her

relationship with lithe little man in the shopH is crucial:

'I inspired him with sympathy - there you arel
But i,he miracle is that he sholllcl have a sympathy
to offer that could be of use to me. That was
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really the oddity of my chance. That I shoQld
have been moved, in my ignorance, to go precisely
to him' 041

~~erigo' s reply is, in its broadest sense, characteristic of him: II 'Hut

I remember the man's striking me as a decided little beast' 1I.t.2 Even

more to the point is his crucial admission. It 'BQt I didn't believe in

it, and lJe didn't take it' u.43 l1aggie did "believe in it", and, as

a result, has the shopkeeper as a friend who, in tQrn, believes in her

"good faith and charming presence." Indeed, there is e. strong irony

in her friend's words as he recollects Amerigo's grand effect and how:

" 'he \-lOl:l.ld see hO\J wisely you. had gQessed the flaw and how easily the

bowl could be broken' 11.44 The t\>10 kinds of uisdom are totally

different, and in this difference lies the essense of Maggie's SQccess.

As a result of her belief, her essential sympathy, she is given full

value for her acquisition (visa vis the shopkeeper's visit). It is

lJh~t she does with this information that leads to the construction of

her oun 'Golden Bowl'. It is much the same problem Lambert Strether

faces and cannot 'ansHer t , as those "cloQds of explanationll descend.

As the full value of Maggie's faith can only be e~)ressed ~n

relation to an appreciation of the second Volwne, it is perhaps more

beneficial, at this stage, to see the vahle of the BOVl1 in another

41. Volume XXIV, 196.

42. ~, 197.

43. Ibi~, 194.

4J",. Volum.e XXIV, 197.
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(less easily demonstrable) context. The problem of the Bovrl is, in

any a.l:'tistic sense, again one of form - the search for a complete

rounded and satisfactory work vrhere all the 'pieces' fit. It is as if,

Hith the entry of the shopkeeper and his Bm-Il, James has handed over

the problem to the inhabitants of his imagin~tion, those ch~racters

such as Maggie Verver. To imitate his own brand of, for James, more

colloquial criticism, the .situation might be expressed as follo1t13:'

IlHere is my little problem, in the shape of the 'Golden
Bowl! I present to my ch~racters: how to find the most
perfectly rounded Hork of art, the work whose colours'
and shades, whose very bricks most perfectly fit. My
Bowl contains all the necessary artistic prowess I have'
hitherto managed to engage. But, as you will eventually
see, it all has a m.inute crack that thl'eatens to grow.
The problem is 1tIhich of you will believe in my Bm.;l long
enough for me (and you) to draw the greatest. value, the
greatest lesson, from it; the value that will,. it is
hoped, enable us to find the most perfect form we can
bll.ild. 1t

.ill1d through Haggie, James finds that form, all the more remarkable an

achievement for his failing to acknowledge this (at least, in the

writings He have available by hlin).

Therefore, \"ith the presentation of the Bmll, the first volmue

finds its defining point, its reference, and its very impetus. As it

continues to reflect the Gordian knot, thclt incre:i.singly grows in siz~,

the Bmil begins to accrue value and attract values tlut will lead to

the const.ruction of a Bowl wit.hout a crack. For example, this can be

seen in the questioning process Charlotte makes the shopkeeper undergo:



IDoes one make a pres0nt l } she asked, lof an
object that cont2ins, to onels knowledge, a fl~w?t

lWell if one knmls of H, one has only to mention it.
The good faith, I the mlin smiled, fis always there. t 45

Again, this can be seen in Adamls-description of Amerigo: tI lAs it is;

for living \-1ith, yOlllre a plll'e and perfect crystal I 11.46 To this,

Amerigo replies: II 10h, if PIt crystal I'm delighted that 1 1m a perfect

one, for I believe that they sometimes have cracks and flEl,yrs - in which

case they're to be had very Cheap1 I ..47 Thus, the Bowl reflects

upon the values that must be realized if the perfect crystal is to be

constructed. The fact that it is crystal, covered with gilt, illustr-

ates the need for l1aggie to maintain appe~rances whilst making the B~11

\

itself whole. Unless she maintains such appearances, the whole social

fabric would threaten to collapse around her. Thus, the absence of a

cathartic outburst.

The system of arrangements, whilst maintaining the appearance

of stability, are therefore on the verge of breakdown by the end of

Volume one. The multiple point of view, the absence of a meaningful

order, the laclc of belief, the very egocentricity dominating most of the

characters~ actions all reflect, indeed epitomize, the possibility of a

complete collapse. The crack is a very deep one, and, as the second

Vdume opens, it is only the thin surface of appearances that Maggio can

use to create a new Bowl. For her to dig any deeper - withollt having

45. Volllille }O~III, 115.

46. Volume llIn, 138.

47. Tb~, l39~
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faced and dealt with the thin gilt sarface - would be to give t.hese

characters up, to surrender her very belief in them. They a~e worth

her belief, and, through his symps.thel:,ic portrayals (which preclude

the possibility of judgement), James has lef-t us in no doubt that ti"lis

is so ..

Volume t\-10 opens .lith a neVI tone, an imJard voice that tells

Maggie something is wrong. Through our penetration of herc0nscious-

ness, we see this expanding panorama unfold. The huge structure, that

"outlandish pagodal/. that has been raised,marks this change in

consciousness. Haggie has become aware for the first time in her life

(in a more spiritual than explanatory sense):

The pagoda in her blooming garden figured the
arrangement - hOVI otherwise \·JaS i t ~o be named? 
by which, so strikingly, she had been able to
marry Witilout breaking, as she liked to put it, with
her ps.st. She had surrendered herself to her husband
without the shadow of a reserve or condition and yet
she had not, all the while, given up her father by the
least little inch.48

In spite of the seeming amiability of all those concerned, at this fine

arrangement, Haggie becomes aware of "13. false position". k3 the images

are marvelously piled on top of each other, she begins to see, \.]hilst

acting as if nothing had happened to her:

She had lived long enough to make out for herself
that any deep-seated passion has its pangs as well
as its joys, and that we are made by its aches and
its ~nxieties most richly conscious of it. 3he had

48. Volume XXIV, 5..
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never doubLed of the force of feeling that bound her
to her husband; but to become a1,.rare, almost "uddenly,
that it had begun to illibrate \-lith a violence 'chat had
some of effect of a st~ain would, 'rightly looked at,
after all, but shoH tha.t she was like thousands of
\wmen, everybody acting up to the full privilege of
passion. 49

Nevertheless, she must not undergo such an exercise, because she will

incommode those who had "never unco~~oded her by the egoism of their

• 11 50paSSlons • Thus, she. begins to see their "beautiful'intentions ll

whilst awakening to their need that she will transcend the egoism of

her ovm passion.

The images are multiplied endlessly, in an effort to fully

convey MaggiJs situation. She is like a spaniel or a timid tigress.

Above all, she is involved in a drama, the images associated with that

gerxe being dominant thr6ugtout this Volume:

••• she reminded herself of an actress who had been
studying a part and rehearsing it, but who suddenly
on the stage, before the footlic,hts, had begun to
improvise,Go speaK lines not, in the text. It \-las
this very sense of the stage and the footli::.hts that
kept her up, made her rise higher. 51

Thus, the past: "fell, for retrospect, into a succession of moments that

were watchable sti~ almost in the manner of the different things done

during a scene on the stage ••• II.. Her role as an actress couples with

her need to keep up appearances whilst storing"confused objects 1/ '-Thich

vlhilst recalling these "accmJ1ulation6"

------_._----~-------------

have not yet been IIsorted".52

49. Ibic., 7-8.

50. Thi~ 8.

51. Volume XXIV, 3.3.

52. IbiJ;b p.15.
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she makes the decise move of waiting, at their home, for her husband's

returh. This act marks a tlITning point in their relationship, a

moment when Amerigo begins to take a greater personal interest in his

wife.

Perhaps the most important part of MagGie~ growing awareness,

especially with regard to the fusion between form and content, is her

notion of lithe eguilibril~~. Referring to Adam's situation, we learn:

o •• that any alteration of his consciousness, even
in the possible state of enlivenment, \-lould make
their precious equilibrium waver. Th8:1 'fas at the
bottom of her mind, that their equilibrium was
everything, and that it was practically precarious,
a matter5~f a hair1s breadth for the loss of the
balance.

With language reminiscent of James's ?reface to The Portrait ~~a lad~,

the equilibrium is expressed in terms of \-Ieights and scales: lilt \lould

be like putting this friend into her scale to m~(e weight ~ into the f

scale with her father and herself. n54

The equilibrium, the precioQs condition, lasted in
spite of rearrangement; there had been a fresh
distribution of the different weights, but the
balance persisted and triurnph8d: all of which was
just the reason "Ihy she Has forbidden, face to face
\-li th the cOfJpanion of her -adventlll'e, the experiment
of a test. If they balanced they balanced - she had to
take that; it deprived her of every pretext for
arriving, by hm'lever co'!'\?'ert a process, at what he
thought. 56

This delicate sense of balance must be maintained, the equilibrium)that

53. Vol~le XXIV, 17.

5L~. Thislt, 97.

55. Ibid~ 73.
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intricate set of arrangements v1hich prevents the total collapse of the

social scene and enables the characters to continue to live despite the

deep crack. The sense of equilibrium is thus closely connected with

the s~rface appearances that must be maintained. Even if one sees the

craclr, things must appear as if nothing on earth has happe~ed. This is

where Haggie's t1good faithll is so central. If she destroyed the

balance, such as in a revelatory outburst, then the resulting chaos

would be irretrilltWbly des tructive. The other vlaY is to believe in her

c0mpanions, effect the changes she sees necessary, whilst allowing them

the dignity that prevents collapse.

In order to see as much of the situation as possible, Maggie, in

addition, must engage the most demanding faculty that exists in the

novel~ imaginative sy.mpathy. She must project herself outside her m1n

self--bound consciousness, beyond the confines of her own ego, both in

order to $ee the situation fran;. a distant point of vie\-T and in order to

feel what it is like in a~other character!s skin (so she may act

accordingly). Whilst leaving_ lithe family coach i!, she has to maintain

the sense of balance if she is to succeed in her task. She begins to

learn what the existence of storms means and, as a result, must begin

to improvj,se "heroica11yll within the confines of them:

She had but one rule of art - to keep \dthin bounds
and not lose her head ••• She said to herself in her
excitement, that it was perfectly simple: to bring
about a difference, touch by touch, without letting
either of the tbree, and least of all her Father
so much as suspect her hand. 56

-,--_._------~-~---~~-----------,

56. Volume XXIV, 33.
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Therefore, she begins to "malte her picture", 'l>lhioh involves seeing that,

wnong other things, Charlotts and the Prince are I1treating her by a

plan that was an exact counterpart of her mm", by being fundaJnentally

interested in restricting her freedom of movement. But, as her consci

ousness becomes more sensitive to IInotes", "pitchll and "shades·lI, so she

becomes more capable of thwarting such a plan. More to the point, as

Volume one has illustrated, she embodies the values and perspectives

more likely to succeed, she has an openess of response that was lacking

in the more fragmented - but not more claustrophobic - atmosphere of.

the first half of the novel. It is only 1~ith the end of the novel that

such a claustrophobic blanket has been lifted. The resulting sense of

freedom is shared by Maggie with the reader, with the accompanying

state of the realization that freedom is a state of anxiety, thevision

that '\-Then one is free that this state is one of terror (which Maggie

herself foe1s).

But, before gaining this freedom, Haggie has to see the "queer

things in our life II. She is in complete control of her own point of

vision, eventually becoming the author of the play that unfurls in

front of her. She becomes a lImistress of shades" "Tho, in her IIblame

less egoism" (possibly the original spur to action), has taken lithe

constrLlctive, the creative hand 11.
57 In the second central scene

concerning the Bowl, these resplendent qualities she possesses are

shown to the full. With the smashing of the Bowl - the break with the

past, the moment at which a new Bawl begins to be created - Maggie

57. Volume XXIV, 140, 145.
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starts to take the Qpper han~. Noticeably, the Bowl is smashed by the

'qQeen' of the 'explainers', Fann,y_ J\'ssj.ngham. Amerigo;s unheralded

entry is a high point where Haggie allows him time to think, tb

recollect himself. Noticeably, sbe asks for no explanations and, in

this act, lies the essence of her respect for her hQsband's 'otherness'.

The effect is immediate:

••• her hQsband 1foQld have, on the whole question,
a new need of her, a need which ,laS in fact being
born bet,{een them in these very seconds. It struck
her truly as so ue,,,, that he ,{auld have felt hitherto
none to compare \-lith it at all; \-loQld indeed,
absolQtely, by this circrnfistance, be rea11~ needing
her for the first time in their whole connexion.58

This is reminiscent of ~nnyls 'need' for Colonel Bob, a need that is

&J.so born out of a momen-t of near breakdm-m. As a sQpport, she offers

Amerigo the opportunity of "\>lOrking together to make something out of

the smashed pieces that lie on the floor. The desire for lithe bowl

withoat a crack" - " 'a happiness ,Ii thoQt a hole in it bit:; enough for

you to polee in your finger' 11
59 (the bowl "as it ,{as to have beenll ) -

begins to take shape from this moment. It involves l'laggie in a

'duplicity' which is all the more difficalt to bear as she must endure

her burden in isolation. She has to see with many pairs of eyes, as a

result, and this is nowhere more apparent than at the evening Bridge

party~

Ttlhilst being tired - "a tiredness of the spirit rather than of

60the sense ll - she fQlly sees·the precarioQs balance between the order

----~-------~-----
58. Ib:i;.q., 186.

59. Volillne LlIV, 216.

60. Ib~ 232.
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reflected in the formal settlng of the game of bridge and the chaos

that she could so easily brin;:r aboL1t:

After it had been 'Ghus vividly before her for a
little that, springing up under her wrong and making
the~ all start, stare and turn pale, she might
sound out their doom in a single sentence, a 61
sentence easy to choose among several of the 1llrid& ••

But she must not do this, as, indeed, she must not be the llscapegoat of

old" 1.-rho had IIgone forth into the desert to sink under his burden and

die ,,62 (one is reminded here of Hilly Theale, the 'dove I \·rho is

destroyed). Instead, she mUEt : "live., live on someh01..f for their

benefit, and even as much as possible in their company, to keep proving

to them that they had truly escaped and that she was still there to

simplify ll.63 To live on requires belief in them, a belief that

in-volves seeing the E-vil that lurks behind everything as vrell a8 the

'goodI.

Furthermore, Haggie possesses a key:

They might in short have represented any mystery
they WOUld; the point being predominantly that the
key to the mystery, the key that could wind and
unwind it withgut a snap of the spring, was there
in her pocket. 4

She nOH controls Ilpossibilities":

Spacious and splendid, like a stage again awaiting a
drama, it was a scene she might people, by the press
of her spring, either with severities and dic;nities

61- IbiSb 233.

62. Ibid" 234.

63. Ibid.., 235.

64. Volume XXIV, 236. -
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and decencies, or with terras and shames and ruins,
things as ugly as those formless fragments of ~er

golden bowl she l~a>3 trying so hard to pick up~:)5

In order to pick them up, the key has to be hidden awafo To use it, to

u"e:: "the ways llsually open to innocence outraged and generosity

66betrayed, \vollld have been to give them IIp. tI This she refuses to

do, and the mystery is maintained as the other figures are allowed to

preserVe their identities. The IIstraight vindictive view ll is rejected

in favour of the construction of a meaningfll1 pattern of relationships.

Whilst we can see this form taking shape, it is, neverthless, a long

way off. Part of the shaping is not only to make her husband more

interested in her, but also ensure that Charlotte, too, will have a

victory by vlhich she can withdrm-l to .American City with her husband.

But now the complex scenes of internal relations have found an allthor,

a director who is open to varieties of interpreb.tt.ion ("differing always'

for a different interpreter ll ), 67 and, in addition 1-lith the ability to

look IIwith Charlotte's grave eyes ll • Such a vision must also involve

helping a IIs otll in pain ll • In all, Maggie proceeds with the utmost

sympathy: lIit vIas only a question of not, by a hair's breadth, deflect

ing into the truth". 68

Her intervie\v vlith her fa. ther marks another phase in this

process. The ~hin wall that keeps them separate and individual almost

65. lQi.s1, 236.

66. I!?~~ 237.

67. Ibbsk 24A·.

68. Volume XXIV, 250.
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breaks down in this scene. Both are frantically trying to Save the

equilibrium and both, from Haggie's .point of view, man.'l.ge to do so. In

doing this, she penetrates with a resplendent sense of sympathy for her

father : "that placed him in her eyes as no precious work of art,

probably had ever been placed in his ownn •
69 Finally, she sees him

for his true value:

Before she lQlew it she was lifted aloft by the
consciousness that he was simply a great and
deep and high little man and that to love him with
tenderness Has not ·GO be distinguished, a '.fhit,
from loving him with pride.70

This comes as a IIrelief", so strong in its effect ·that she can openly

71declare: II 'I believe in yOll more than anyone' tI. At this point,

their relationship is cemented in the new form Maggie has created.

However, the greatest problem for Maggie is Charlotte Stant.

In her treatment of her husband's ex-lover, ~hggie proves once and for

all hOi..J" creative her 'art' can be. Byallovling Charlotte to rescue hel'

husband, Haggie allows the two couples to part lI absolutely on

Charlotte I S ,:alll;Qll. But she has had to work hard for this value, the

price being a great deal of self-effacement:

II t I've failed! ' she sounded out before Charlotte,
having given her time, walked away. She watched
her, splendid and erect, float down the long vista;
then she sank upon a seat. Yes, she had done all. 72

69. I\;>i&, 273.

70. Ibid.., 274.

71- Ibid., 275.

72. Volume XXIV, 317.
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Charlotte's liplan is completely formed II , and she can sail to Jlmerica '

navinG kept the man she marr~ed.

The rEflvard, if one can crudely call it that, comes from seeing

tln:8rtgo throllgh his Jlordeal":

This was, no doubt, partly because he stood out so
wonderful , to the end, against admitting, by a
wea~ word at least, that any element of their
existence ~, or ever had been, an ordeal; no
trap of circwnstance, no lapse of 'form' no accident
of irritation, had landed him in that inconsequence.73

Thus, she can illeet him lion his. terms ll and not hers: "or that., in other

words, she must allow his unexplained and uncharted, his own practicably

workable \.Tayll.74 Like Charlotte he is caged, but the cage is of his

own making. What he has come to see and in this Maggie has sllcceeded

IIbeyond her intention", is that his wife no\o1 my:s.,gfies him. His thirst

fc~ explanation has apparently boen assuaged, asMls his tOllchstone of

taste:

He was with her as if he were hers, hers in a
degree and on a scale, with an intensity and an
intimacy, that "lere a new and strange quantity,
that were like the irruption of a tide loosening
them where they had stuck and making them feel
they floated.75

Wi"Gh :le1' husband, for the first time, she can part with Charlotte and

Adam "\"ith the due amount of form Jl , can pay her sacrifice Hithou"G allQT,ol-

ing herself to breakdown in an excess of emotion. ~fter their depart-

ure, the true value of her adventure emerges

73. Ibi~ 321-2.

71".. IPiJ1" 322 ..

75. Ib~, 339-40.

lIStillness, v1hen the
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Prince and Princess returned from attending the visitors to their

carriage, might have been ss.id not so mllch restored as c:t.-eated tl ; so

that i-lhatever next took place in it was foredoomed to remarkable

salience" •76 Thus: II everything now, as she vaguely moved about,

struck her as meaning so much that the unheard chorus swelled." 77

Their IIfreedom" noV! bec'Jmes clear - lithe golden fruit that had shone

78from afar ll ,. and Haggie sees how she .has '.Jorked for this end, with

and not without its IIterror ll • For one a'.J<lLul moment, she feels that a

part of this reward will be the confession she dreads most hearing.

But this fear is silenced and Maggie finds her husband:

11 'See' II? I see nothing but you! And the truth
of it had, with this force, after a moment, so
strongly lighLed his eyes that, as for pity and
dread of them, she buried her arm in his breast.79

With this moment, Haggie's IGolden Bowl' has been finally formed. This

completion is perhaps one of the most intense in the Jamesian canon,

making the point where lithe master" finds his l2§.rfect form. James, and"

Maggie have made the 'pieces' of Volli@e one so perfectly fit that one is

amazed at the supreme quality of the final picture. ~fuggie has

triumphed, but not in the quasi-religious sense propounded by so many

critics. The suc;ess is essentially of this ,{orld. Her essential "good

faith ll - its penetrative skill, its imaginative sympathy and belief -

76. Volume XXIV, 367 ..

77. Ibic., 367.

78. Ib:i,4, 367.

79. Ibic1, 369.
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hav~ ensured her reward arid enabled the other characters to live on.

In this, lies the taffirmctive t vision which is at the very centre of

the subject of t,he novel~
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IV

••• the good health of an art which under~~kes

so llMnediately to reproduce life must demand
that it be perfectly free. It lives upon
freedom, and the very meaning of exercise is
freedom. l

This Ilaffirmation, ; in The. Gold,en Bo\>rl, is both one of life and

of art (in particular, a faith in the very genre with which James is

dealing). Indeed, both art and life have become inextricably fused -

as they hayed failed to be in So filany inferior productions - and in

this fusion lies the essence of our understanding of the success

created in this novel. James continually strove for 'organic form',

anC1 t.he necessary freedom vrhich comes vrith the full realization of that

form. Yet no\-1nere can the accomplishment of that form r...ave been more

fully realized than in this novel, one of his last adventures into his

IIfavourite element". In the attributes that '·lere a necessary part of

this realization - the art of penetration, belief and a magnificently

evident jJnaginH.tive sympathy - lies the germ of our growing understanding

of the novel. To alter slightly the statement qQoted as a preface to

this conclusion (with all due respect to its writer), James did not

reproduce life, he produced it. In th'3 difference between these two

terms lies his 'affirmative' Vision, his very accomplishment in ThQ

Golden BO\vl,. B~ fQsing form and content in a momentous artistic form

L liThe Art of Fictionll
, ~= Future of th~oyel, p.9.
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he affirmed his belief in the mystery of existence, and his belief in

the pm'Ter of art to give that exist.ence an i~aginative shape, an

essential meaning. As a testimony to that affirmation, The Golden BO}!l

ShOllld qllieten those of llS \>Tho fe9.red that Ilthe master h had lost his

essential faith. In this respect, not only d.oes The Golde~.Bm-Tl stand

as a lesson for many vlriters of the t\.fentieth- centl1I'y, \>Tho have

ceased to be capable of exel:cising sllch an imaginative faclllty, bllt

the novel also stands as a SOllrce of re-discovering sllch an affirm

ation for the general reader. As sllch, the lesson of Jame~like

liThe Lesson of Balzac ll , never ceases in its pOlfer to enrich the nwnbed

c0nsciollsness.
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